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Abstract

Aodv (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing), dsdv (Destination-Sequenced
Distance-Vector routing), dsr (Dynamic Source Routing), and olsr (Optimized
Link State Routing protocol) are protocols used for routing management in ad-
hoc networks. In a specific sensor data network application, nodes need infor-
mation about the network topology, i.e. the network nodes and the connections
between them. Olsr provides nodes with this information, while the three other
protocols do not. This thesis investigates how olsr compares to aodv, dsdv,
and dsr in a low bandwidth network scenario. Two cases were analyzed: One
where aodv, dsdv, and dsr distribute topology information in the application
layer and one where they do not.

The sensor data application was not finished when this thesis project started.
Instead, a simplified traffic model of the application was used. In addition to a
protocol comparison, this thesis investigates if traffic generated from the model
results in high rates of packet loss, assuming low bandwidth conditions. The ns-3
network simulator was used for these investigations.

This thesis shows that aodv outperforms the three other protocols regardless
of whether aodv, dsdv, and dsr distribute topology information in the appli-
cation layer or not. Furthermore, it is shown that running the traffic model in
the low bandwidth environment is not possible without high rates of packet loss.
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1
Introduction

An ad-hoc network consists of nodes that work together to administrate the net-
work. Unlike traditional networks there is no fixed infrastructure or centralized
establishment such as base stations. Thus, all nodes communicate only with other
nodes and a node must route messages through other nodes in order to commu-
nicate beyond its wireless reach [1]. An ad-hoc routing protocol is the protocol
in an ad-hoc network that distributes routing information to ensure nodes know
the next destinations of packets [2]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the differences between
ad-hoc networks and statically routed networks.

Some ad-hoc routing protocols distribute information of the available nodes
in the network and connections between nodes, such as the olsr (Optimized
Link State Routing protocol) [3] protocol, and some do not, such as the aodv
(Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing) [4], dsdv (Destination-Sequenced
Distance-Vector routing) [5], and dsr (Dynamic Source Routing) [1] protocols.
Hereafter, this information about nodes and their connections is called the net-
work topology. Topology information can e.g. be desired in order to get an over-
view of available network resources. There are at least two different ways of
distributing the topology through the network: It can be distributed in the rout-
ing layer as a side effect of the ad-hoc routing protocol algorithm or it can be
distributed separately in the network application layer.

In this thesis, the bandwidth of a channel is the capacity of the channel, i.e.
the maximum number of bits that can be transferred over the channel per second.
The throughput of a channel is the usage of the channel, i.e. the number of bits
that are sent over the channel per second.

In this chapter, the problem to study is introduced and a motivation for why
it is an interesting problem to examine is given. Next, background information
about the host organization where the thesis was carried out, the network char-
acteristics, and the existing system is given. Thereafter, the research questions,

1
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1

2 3

(a) Wireless nodes that communicate
in ad-hoc mode. Hence, the topology
is determined dynamically. Here, the
message is sent via node 2.

1

3

2

B

(b) Wireless nodes that communicate
through a base station. Although the
topology is determined dynamically,
the network is not considered to be ad-
hoc, since nodes communicate through
a base station. Here, the message is sent
via the base station B.

1

2 3

(c) Nodes that communicate through
wire. Hence, the topology can be de-
termined statically and if it is, the net-
work is not considered to be ad-hoc.
Here, the message is sent via node 2.

Figure 1.1: Examples that illustrate the difference between ad-hoc and stati-
cally routed networks. In these examples, node 1 sends a message to node 3.
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which this thesis revolve around, are declared. Finally, the most important limi-
tations of this thesis are described.

1.1 Motivation

This thesis investigates a specific network scenario where both distribution of
network topology information and network performance are deemed to be im-
portant. Therefore, comparing the performance of a protocol that distributes the
topology information in the routing layer to protocols that do not is interesting.
This shows the performance loss, if any, from using a topology distribution pro-
tocol instead of a protocol that does not distribute this information.

Distribution of topology information in the routing layer essentially comes for
free. Investigating the differences in protocol performance where the protocols
that do not distribute topology information in the routing layer instead distribute
it in the application layer is interesting as well.

Also, since an application running in an ad-hoc, low bandwidth setting hope-
fully will run in a real-world test in the future, investigating if this application
can run with reasonable performance is important as a prestudy.

1.2 Background

The thesis was carried out at foi (Totalförsvarets forskningsinstitut) in Linköp-
ing. Foi reports to the Swedish Department of Defense and are active in the
domains of defense and security. Their core business consists of research, studies,
and development of methods and technology [6].

The problem which foi is interested in investigating concerns communication
in a dynamically distributed ad-hoc network. In this thesis, the object under
study is a particular ad-hoc network setup that is based on an existing system.
Typically, there are about ten nodes in the network, consisting of military vehicles.
Some nodes communicate over a shortwave radio modem.

Several times an hour, the network topology changes, which can be due to
different types of fading or node mobility. Connections in the network are of
low and varying bandwidth. Traffic in the network is encrypted and is sent over
heterogeneous network interfaces.

There are three different types of nodes in the network: Producers, which col-
lect sensor data, interpreters, which receive the sensor data from producers and
process it, and consumers, which receive the processed data from interpreters
and make use of it. An example illustrating a network with the three node types
is shown in Figure 1.2. Every node in the network has access to ample processing
power and a large amount of memory.

A software library called enet [7] provides reliable transport based on udp
(User Datagram Protocol). Furthermore, a software library called Helium [8]
is used on top of enet in order to simplify data serialization and to reduce the
amount of data that is sent over the links. The system is designed to be functional
with packet loss rates up to 80 % and can tolerate packet delay within reasonable
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Consumer Forward
node Interpreter

Producer

Producer

Figure 1.2: A network example where two producers send sensor data to an
interpreter, which sends the processed sensor data to a consumer via one or
several forward nodes.

limits. An overview of the network layer stack is shown in Figure 1.3. In this
thesis, the routing layer will be studied.

1.3 Research Questions

All research questions assume network conditions as described in Section 1.2.
They are as follows:

1. Which existing ad-hoc routing protocols without any built-in distribution
of topology information are suitable for the given network conditions? The
protocol candidates should include at least aodv, dsdv, and dsr.

2. How does olsr compare to the selected candidate protocols, in the specific
network conditions?

3. How does olsr compare to the selected candidate protocols, if the candi-
date protocols distribute topology information in the application layer, in
the specific network conditions?

4. Is it possible to maintain a larger than 80 % packet delivery ratio with any
of the investigated ad-hoc routing protocols, in the specific network condi-
tions?
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Application layer
ENet reliable UDP + Helium

Transport layer
UDP

Network layer
IP (Internet Protocol)

Link layer
FED-STD-1052/Ethernet

Physical layer
Radio/Wire

Routing layer
Routing protocol

Figure 1.3: A network layer stack model of the system with an extra layer,
the routing layer, which is studied in this thesis and is thus highlighted.

1.4 Method

To answer the research questions a literature study was carried out at first, to
analyze which ad-hoc routing protocols exist and to filter out inappropriate pro-
tocols. Next, a network simulation comparison was performed, which resulted
in a suitable simulator. Close to real-world scenarios were set up in the chosen
simulator. Finally, the selected routing protocols were tested in the network sim-
ulator and the simulation results analyzed. This method is described further in
Chapter 3.

1.5 Limitations

This thesis only considers a few of all the existing ad-hoc routing protocols. Also,
only shortwave radio modem connections are investigated, even though the net-
work interfaces are heterogeneous. In addition, only unicast transmission is ex-
amined. Moreover, simulations are of pure radio networks. Thus, no mix of
physical layers is investigated.





2
Theory

This chapter gives a theory overview of topics that are important in order to un-
derstand the continuation of this thesis. Firstly, the network simulators examined
in this thesis and some simulator concepts are briefly explained. Secondly, the
classifications of existing ad-hoc routing protocols and performance differences
between the routing protocol classes are discussed. Thirdly, ad-hoc routing pro-
tocols used in this thesis are explained. Finally, the wireless technologies used in
this thesis are described.

2.1 Simulators

A discrete-event simulator is a simulator where no changes to the simulation state
can happen between simulation events. Thus, faster than real time simulation is
possible, since the simulation clock can be incremented to the time of the next
event when an event finishes [9]. All simulators examined in this thesis, which
are listed below, are open-source software.

The imunes simulator (Integrated Multiprotocol Network Emulator/Simu-
lator) supports topology management via a gui (Graphical User Interface) and
node control via the command line. Every node is modeled as a lightweight
freebsd or Linux virtual machine [10]. Core (Common Open Research Emu-
lator) is a fork of imunes that, among others, adds scripting of network scenarios
with the Python programming language [11].

The Mininet simulator is controlled by the command line. Similar to imunes
and core it builds on Linux virtualization. Python can be used to set up topolo-
gies. The simulator has support for the OpenFlow protocol, which can be used to
control routing table information [12].

Netkit makes use of User-mode Linux, which is a port of the Linux kernel that
is designed to run as a userspace process. Some Linux applications can run on

7



8 2 Theory

Netkit nodes. Topology management can be controlled by using netml, which is
a language based on xml (Extensible Markup Language) [13].

Omnet++ (Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++) is a discrete-event
simulation library and framework with gui support. It can, among others, be
used for network simulations. Omnet++ uses a high-level language, called ned,
to specify connections between modules. These modules are written in the C++
programming language [14].

The ns-2 simulator (Network Simulator 2) is a discrete-event simulator pri-
marily targeted at education and scientific research. It is controlled by the com-
mand line and configured by using the otcl scripting language. The ns-2 simu-
lator is not maintained anymore [15].

The ns-3 simulator (Network Simulator 3) is, similar to its predecessor ns-2,
a discrete-event simulator. It is set up by writing simulation programs in C++ or
Python and invoking them from the command line [16]. The ns-3 simulator has
been studied or used to obtain results in over a thousand peer-reviewed publica-
tions [17].

An advantage of modeling network nodes as virtual machines is that these
simulators can run unmodified or slightly modified network applications directly.
A drawback with this method is that faster than real time simulation is not possi-
ble [12].

2.2 Ad-hoc Routing Protocol Classifications

In this section, the partitioning of ad-hoc routing protocols into different classes
is explained.

2.2.1 Uniform and Nonuniform Protocols

Ad-hoc routing protocols can, as described by Sarkar et al. [18], be partitioned
into two classes: uniform and nonuniform protocols. Uniform protocols, some-
times also called flat topology protocols, make no distinction between nodes; all
nodes behave and are treated equally. Nonuniform protocols, sometimes also
called hierarchical topology protocols, make nodes that are considered to be more
important perform management or special routing functions.

2.2.2 Proactive, Reactive, and Hybrid Protocols

As described by Sarkar et al. [18], routing protocols can also be divided along
another dimension: proactive, reactive, or hybrid. This division is based on how
nodes acquire and maintain routing information.

Firstly, proactive routing protocols, sometimes also called table-driven proto-
cols, continuously keep up-to-date information about all reachable nodes and the
routes to these nodes. Thus, a routing path to any other reachable node is always
immediately available.

Secondly, there are reactive routing protocols, sometimes also called on-de-
mand routing protocols, which only try to find routes when needed. Typically,
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this requires a route-determination procedure, which terminates either when a
route is found or when it turns out that no route is available. With a reactive
protocol, topology changes do not need to propagate through the network as with
proactive routing protocols.

Finally, there are hybrid routing protocols. These protocols try to combine the
advantages of both proactive and reactive protocols. Typically, hybrid routing
protocols exploit hierarchical network architectures.

2.2.3 Distance-Vector and Link-State Protocols

Proactive protocols can, as described by Johnson [19], further be divided into two
classes: distance-vector and link-state protocols. When using a distance-vector
protocol, each node has a routing table that provides the distances, in router
hops or some other metric, from itself to all other nodes. This information is
broadcasted to neighbor nodes periodically from each node in the network and
information from neighbors is used to update its own routing table. Then, these
distances can be compared to determine which neighbor to send a packet to in
order to send it the shortest route. Packet loss rates can be decreased by issuing
periodic updates more frequently, as long as permitted by the increase in network
load and cpu (Central Processing Unit) usage.

When using a link-state protocol, all nodes have a complete view of the net-
work topology. Since the topology is known by every node, nodes can simply run
a shortest path algorithm to figure out a route to a destination.

2.3 Performance Comparison of Ad-hoc Routing
Protocols

As mentioned by Sarkar et al. [18], an advantage with uniform protocols is that
there are no resource costs for maintaining the high-level structure that nonuni-
form protocols make use of. On the other hand, nonuniform protocols may have
less protocol overhead than uniform protocols.

Regarding proactive and reactive protocols, Sarkar et al. [18] noted that proac-
tive routing protocols potentially result in topology changes being relatively ex-
pensive, since topology changes must propagate to all nodes in a network. As
a consequence, reactive protocols typically perform better than proactive proto-
cols when topology changes are frequent. In addition, periodic updates are not
needed as with proactive protocols, which in some situations results in less rout-
ing protocol overhead. Unfortunately, due to the route determination procedure,
nodes may experience long delays before being able to forward data. Also, the
route determination procedure may lead to routing protocol overhead since these
messages often are flooded.

According to Johnson [19], link-state protocols generally react and rebuild
their routing information quicker than distance-vector protocols when the net-
work changes. However, channel bandwidth and node cpu requirements may be
higher with link-state protocols than with distance-vector protocols.
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2.4 Ad-hoc Routing Protocols

In the following subsections, the dsdv, dsr, olsr, and aodv routing protocols
are explained.

2.4.1 DSDV

Dsdv (Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector routing) is a proactive, uniform,
distance-vector protocol [20]. Introduced by Perkins and Bhagwat [5], each node
keeps a routing table with metric, destination, next hop, and sequence number
fields. Routing table update packets are broadcasted either periodically or when
topology changes are detected. A routing table update packet contains the same
fields as the routing table.

The metric field starts at 1 and is incremented every time the packet is re-
broadcasted. It shows how close the source node is, in node hops. When a bro-
ken link is detected an update packet with a metric of infinity is broadcasted
by the detecting neighbor. If several packets with the same destination field are
received by a node, the packet with the lowest metric score is written into the
routing table, since that packet took the shortest path in hops from the source to
the destination. The destination field in these packets contains the address of the
packet source.

The next hop field lists the neighbor that most recently rebroadcasted the
packet. This is to notify packets about their neighbors. The sequence number
field is an increasing number that uniquely identifies a routing update packet
from a specific source. If a node receives a packet with a lower sequence number
than the sequence number stored in the routing table, the packet is considered
stale and is thus discarded. Notably, the sequence number field takes priority
over the metric field, so packets with a higher sequence number are always en-
tered into the routing table regardless of the value of the metric field. In order
to avoid conflicting sequence numbers, nodes only generate even sequence num-
bers for regular update packets and odd sequence numbers when responding to
others link changes.

A settling time parameter is used in dsdv to calculate an approximate of
when the topology stabilizes. It is used in order to reduce protocol overhead.

2.4.2 DSR

Dsr (Dynamic Source Routing) is a reactive, uniform routing protocol [20]. Intro-
duced by Johnson and Maltz [1], dsr uses source routing, where each data packet
stores the full route through nodes in dsrmessage headers. An advantage of this
is that nodes do not need to keep routing tables, since this information is already
present in the data packets. Another advantage is that source routing eliminates
any need for periodic link status or routing update packets [21]. An example of
source routing is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Route discovery is the method used by dsr for discovering a route when a
path to another node is unknown. In brief, to find a path, a node broadcasts a
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Figure 2.1: An example of source routing where node 1 sends a message to
node 4. The contents of the packet are shown.

route request packet that propagates through the network. The route request
packet initially contains a source route of the transmitting node. Every node that
from now on forwards this message adds its own address to the source route of
the packet. Eventually, if a route to the destination is found by any node, a route
reply packet is sent. Route reply packets contain the whole route from source
to destination and are sent either from the destination node or from a node with
knowledge of the route to the destination node. To limit the traffic from broadcast
route request packets and to prevent message loops, nodes do not forward route
request packets if they already are listed in the source route.

Naturally, nodes cache route information from inspecting packets that pass
by, in order to help them limit the amount of overhead from the route discovery
routine. Thereby, a route discovery is initiated only if no decent route to the
destination is in the cache already. If a route request is received by a forwarding
node and a route to the destination is in its cache, the node replies with a route
reply instead of forwarding the message further.

Route maintenance is the method for detecting and correcting topology changes.
In short, when a node sends a packet and a node along the path discovers that a
link on the path has broken, the transmitter is notified with a route error packet.
These packets contain the addresses of the node that detected the error and the
node that would have received the packet, i.e. the addresses of the nodes at both
sides of the faulty link. Any node along the path to the original transmitter that
inspects this route error packet removes all routes over the broken link. Now,
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the transmitter can either utilize a route stored in its cache or start a new route
discovery.

2.4.3 OLSR

Olsr (Optimized Link State Routing protocol) is a proactive, nonuniform, link-
state protocol [20]. Introduced by Jacquet et al. [3], olsr builds upon the concept
of mpr (MultiPoint Relay) sets, which are used to reduce the network load when
flooding information. Every node has a set of mpr nodes, all within a distance of
one hop, that are selected for message redistribution in a way so all nodes within
a distance of two hops are reachable via the mpr set. Nodes that are not present
in the mpr set of a node receive and process broadcast messages from that node,
but will never rebroadcast them. Of course, the mpr set may change over time.
Obviously, a smaller mpr set is better, since this will lessen the network load
when broadcasting.

Periodic hello messages lists the neighbors to which there is a valid link and
also the neighbors that can be heard from the broadcasting node. These messages
are broadcasted to all neighbors, but not forwarded. With the information in
hello messages, a node can calculate its mpr set. In addition, it can calculate
the mpr selector set, which are the nodes that have the hello message receiver
in their mpr set. A set time after a hello message is received, the information is
considered outdated and removed from any routing tables.

Tc (Topology Control) messages are also broadcasted by each node periodi-
cally through the network. With the help of mpr sets they are broadcasted in an
effective manner. These contain thempr selector set of the broadcasting node. Tc
messages from all nodes are sufficient for a node to calculate routes to all nodes
in the network. Similarly to the hello message information, the tcmessage infor-
mation is considered to be outdated after a set period of time.

The interval between hello messages and between tc messages sent from a
node can be modified to result in less/more network load but the routing in-
formation may be more/less up to date. Also, a willingness parameter can be
modified to determine how willing nodes are to forward traffic on behalf of other
nodes [22].

2.4.4 AODV

Aodv (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing) is a reactive, uniform rout-
ing protocol [20]. Introduced by Perkins and Royer [4], aodv’s route discovery
and route maintenance mechanisms are similar to dsr, but packets do not use
source routing. Instead, similar to dsdv, periodic broadcast messages, hop-by-
hop-routing, and sequence numbers are used.

The Path discovery routine is similar to dsr’s route discovery. Route request
messages propagate through the network and intermediate nodes inspect the
message to store a reverse path to the transmitting node. A difference from dsr
is that route request messages do not contain the full source routing path. In-
stead, route requests, contain, among others, hop count, source address, source
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sequence number, and destination address fields. Similar to dsdv, the hop count
field is increased every time the message is forwarded. The source sequence num-
ber is, as usual, used to keep track of outdated packets.

Eventually, when a node that either is the destination node or knows a path
to the destination receives a route request message, it replies with a route reply
message. Route reply packets contain the hop count from the source to the des-
tination and a sequence number. Each node that previously forwarded the route
request message stored a reverse path to the receiver node long enough for a route
request and its associated route reply message to travel through the network. In-
termediate nodes that forward a route reply message store a forward path that
expires when no messages have been sent along that path for a set amount of
time.

Path maintenance is handled with periodically broadcasted hello messages or
by link layer acknowledgements. If no hello messages have been received from
a node after a set amount of time, the link is considered to be broken. Then, an
unsolicited route reply message is broadcasted to all source nodes that recently
used that link. In order to acquire a new path to the node, a node must then
undertake the path discovery routine again.

2.5 Wireless Technologies

In this section, the two types of wireless technologies relevant to this thesis are
explained.

2.5.1 Shortwave Radio Modem

The radio modem used for communication in the network under investigation
makes use of the shortwave spectrum, which is the frequency range from 1.6 to
30 mhz [23]. It has sky wave properties, which means that radio waves deflect
in the ionosphere, a layer in the atmosphere. This enables long distance com-
munication. Additionally, its ground wave properties enables communication
over shorter distances. Consequently, this radio modem performs quite poorly at
medium distances, where both the ground and sky waves have poor connectiv-
ity [24].

An advantage with the shortwave radio modem is that it is relatively unaf-
fected by terrain. A disadvantage is that it has a quite low bandwidth; about 10
kbit/s.

2.5.2 Wifi

Wifi is a wireless technology defined by the ieee (Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers) 802.11 standard [25]. The Wifi technology supports two differ-
ent types of modes: The infrastructure and ad-hoc modes. In the infrastructure
mode, all nodes communicate through designated access points. Thus, no nodes
communicate directly with each other in this mode. On the opposite, Wifi nodes
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in ad-hoc mode communicate directly with each other without any usage of ac-
cess points [26].

One of the amendments to the ieee 802.11 standard, the 802.11b standard [27],
allows for a bandwidth up to 11 Mbit/s in the 2.4 ghz frequency band. Gener-
ally, 802.11b devices have lower obstacle penetration but support higher band-
widths in comparison to devices using the shortwave radio modem described in
Section 2.5.1.
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Method

This chapter explains how the work in this thesis was carried out. At first, a lit-
erature study was performed in order to analyze which ad-hoc routing protocols
exist. Next, protocol candidates were filtered out with the help of literature stud-
ies. However, literature studies were on their own not sufficient to answer the
research questions, since the network conditions are quite specific, as mentioned
in Section 1.2.

Therefore, in order to assess the protocols fully, routing protocols that were
deemed suitable from the literature needed to be compared with each other in
a close to real-world scenario. Although a real-world test would have been pre-
ferred, the equipment setup was not available. Thus, a network simulation com-
parison prestudy was realized. A simulator was chosen in a theoretical compari-
son by taking feature requirements into account.

Next, the routing protocol simulation candidates were presented. This was
done by comparing different metrics, such as how easy it is to implement in the
simulator, distinctness from other protocols, and results in other protocol compar-
ison studies. Moreover, collection of metric data was implemented in the simula-
tor, so the protocols could be compared with each other. Also, close to real-world
scenarios were set up in the simulator with a mobility and traffic model.

The protocol parameters, e.g. the interval between hello messages for olsr,
were chosen by starting from parameters used with success in other papers. There-
after, the parameters were modified methodically, to see the effect on the evalua-
tion metrics.

A test was realized to increase confidence in a simulator modification that
added support for bandwidths lower than 1 Mbit/s. Another test to investigate
the impact of interference between nodes was also undertaken. Finally, the rout-
ing protocol candidates were tested in the network simulator and the simulation
results analyzed.

15
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3.1 Simulator Prestudy

In order to simulate the scenarios fully and to extract the desired simulation data,
the simulator needed support for the following features:

1. Dynamic topology changes.

2. Configurable bandwidth.

3. Either have support for adding ad-hoc routing protocols and/or have fin-
ished implementations of popular ad-hoc routing protocols.

4. Be able to collect routing protocol metric data for protocol comparisons.

5. Good documentation.

Optional, but desirable simulator features in order to save time were:

1. Simulate faster than real time.

2. High usability, such as easy to set up and use.

Network simulator candidates were investigated in an online study. In order
to see if a simulator fulfilled the requirements documentation was read and, if
needed, tests were carried out. Simulators with inadequate documentation were
not considered, since it makes figuring out if a simulator supports the require-
ments difficult. The simulators that were found in the online study and consid-
ered for performing the simulations are shown in Table 3.1.

In the end, omnet++, ns-2, and ns-3 fulfill all non-optional requirements and
could beyond that simulate faster than real time. Out of ns-3 and its predecessor
ns-2, ns-3 is maintained and ns-2 is not. The ns-3 simulator seems to have better
documentation than omnet++. Hence, version 2.34.1 of ns-3 was chosen for
simulations in this thesis.
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3.2 Evaluation Metrics

In this section, the evaluation metrics, which are the metrics used to compare
routing protocols, are listed and explained. Also, their inclusion is motivated.

3.2.1 Packet Delivery Ratio

Packet delivery ratio is calculated as r/s, where r is the number of application
layer packets that were received and s is the number of application layer packets
that were sent during the simulation. Thus, the packet delivery ratio is a number
between 0 and 1.

In this interpretation, a packet that could not be routed due to the source node
not knowing any route to the destination node is counted as sent but not received
in order to punish protocols that update their topology knowledge less optimally.
Therefore, a packet delivery ratio less than 1 either means that packets were lost
on the way or that no path to the destination could be found. As claimed by Broch
et al. [21], packet delivery ratio is an important metric, since it indicates both the
maximum throughput of the network with a specific protocol and the protocol
reliability.

3.2.2 Routing Protocol Overhead

Routing protocol overhead is, in this interpretation, calculated as n/t, where n is
the total size in bits of packets sent for protocol purposes during the simulation
and t is the time the simulation was run, in simulated seconds. Thus, it can be
seen as an average of the protocol overhead over the time of the simulation. With
this metric, packets sent over multiple hops are counted once.

Note that protocols that use source routing, such as dsr, append extra rout-
ing data to every application layer packet that is sent. To make the comparison
fair, the extra data appended by source routing protocols is counted towards the
overhead.

Routing protocol overhead is an important evaluation metric, as stated by
Broch et al. [21], since it measures the protocol scalability. Furthermore, large
overhead may also lead to long packet queues, which lead to packet delay.

3.2.3 Routing Path Optimality

Routing path optimality is, in this interpretation, calculated as
∑
i ho,i∑
i ha,i

, where ho,i
is the optimal number of hops through the network for packet i and ha,i is the
number of hops packet i actually took to reach its destination. This is for all
packets i that reached their destination during the simulation. Hence, the routing
path optimality is a number between 0 and 1 and the lower the optimality is the
worse a protocol performs in this regard.

Note that only the number of hops and no other parameters, such as link con-
gestion and stability, are taken into account when calculating the optimal path.
This is because none of the protocols that were tested take those parameters into
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account. As claimed by Broch et al. [21], routing path optimality is an important
evaluation metric, since it measures how efficiently a protocol utilizes network
resources.

3.3 Protocol Selection

Based on the protocol classification information in Section 2.2 and the perfor-
mance comparison information in Section 2.3, the types of protocols to consider
were decided. The only types of protocols that have knowledge of the whole net-
work topology are proactive link-state protocols. Thus, those protocols were not
considered, since olsr is a proactive link-state protocol and it will be compared
to the other protocols.

It is unclear if reactive or hybrid protocols perform better than proactive
protocols when considering protocols without network topology knowledge. As
mentioned in Section 2.3, reactive protocols generally perform better when the
topology changes often. This advantage is not significant, though, since topology
changes are infrequent in this scenario. Additionally, reactive protocols do not
need to strain the network with periodic updates, which may be important in en-
vironments with low bandwidth. On the contrary, reactive protocols commonly
result in longer delays when sending messages. Consequently, proactive, reactive
and hybrid protocols were all considered in this study.

Literature studies were commenced in order to produce a list of ad-hoc rout-
ing protocols that occurred frequently in the literature. Then, comparative stud-
ies of these protocols were read in order to eliminate the less performing proto-
cols. Finally, factors such as protocol diversity and ease of implementation were
taken into consideration to result in the final list of protocols to study.

3.4 Simulator Tests

Two different simulator tests were realized in order to increase confidence in the
simulator modifications and to investigate the effects of interference on network
performance. Both tests consisted of several simulations. A single simulation,
from now on called a simulation run, lasted for 900 simulated seconds. In a
simulation run, nodes were in close proximity to each other, used ample trans-
mission power, did not move, and sent 1024-bit packets with the same channel
throughput as bandwidth. The default ns-3 static routing algorithm was used in
both tests.

The existing ns-3 802.11b model only supports bandwidths from 1 Mbit/s up
to 11 Mbit/s. In order to simulate the shortwave radio equipment more accu-
rately, the 802.11b model was modified by adding support for lower bandwidths.
Moreover, ns-3 was modified to elicit data for the evaluation metrics explained
in Section 3.2.
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3.4.1 Validation of Timeout Modifications

A modification was made to the ack (Acknowledgement) and cts (Clear To Send)
timeout values in the 802.11b layer, to make the timeouts scale inversely pro-
portional to the bandwidth. Both timeout values were scaled with a factor of
2 × 106/b, where b is the bandwidth in bit/s. A test was then performed in order
to investigate the difference in packet delivery ratio between ns-3 without and
with the ack and cts timeout modifications.

In this test, there were two nodes, where one of the nodes sent packets to
the other. The bandwidth, and thus throughput, was varied between simulation
runs. If the bandwidth modification is valid, the packet delivery ratio should not
change drastically between lower and higher bandwidths.

3.4.2 Radio Interference Investigation

A simulation test was performed to study the performance impact due to radio
interference. This was in order to investigate if interference was a reason for
any decrease in performance when increasing the network size. Also, it was per-
formed to see if the Wifi model behaved similarly to the shortwave radio modems
when subjected to interference.

In this test, nodes sent packets with a throughput of 10 kbit/s. Half of the
nodes were transmitter nodes and the other half were receiver nodes. Every trans-
mitter node sent packets to a unique receiver. To illustrate this, an image of the
test setup is shown in Figure 3.1. Then, the packet delivery ratio was recorded
for different number of nodes. The expected result of this test was that network
performance, measured as packet delivery ratio, decreases when increasing the
number of nodes.

. . .Receiver nodes

Transmitter nodes . . .

Figure 3.1: An overview of the node interference test.
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3.5 Protocol Performance Simulations

Each protocol simulation lasted 900 simulated seconds. No application layer
packets were sent in the first 20 simulated seconds in order to give the routing
algorithms time to stabilize. Ten different movement scenarios where nodes had
different starting positions and moved differently were generated. As mentioned
by Broch et al. [21], it is important to challenge protocols similarly, so the same
ten scenarios were run regardless of protocol and values of simulation parame-
ters. Hereafter, several simulation runs with all parameters identical except the
movement scenario are called a simulation set. A mean value and a standard
deviation were calculated from the results of every simulation set. Simulations
were performed for network sizes of 6, 12, and 18 nodes.

A modified Friis loss model [31] already present in ns-3 was used in the sim-
ulations. Notably, the model does not consider signal attenuation due to terrain.
The loss model is given by the expression

L =
(4πdf )2

C2 , (3.1)

with parameters as explained in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: The parameters of the modified Friis model.

Parameter Explanation Value Unit

L Propagation loss - -
d Distance between nodes - m
f Frequency 2.4 ghz
C Speed of light in vacuum 3 × 108 m/s

3.5.1 Mobility Model

In order to simulate topology changes, nodes need to move in and out of the ra-
dio range of other nodes. These node movements are defined by a mobility model.
The mobility model used to generate the ten movement scenarios is further de-
scribed in this section.

As mentioned by Sterner [32] in a mobility model comparison study, the dif-
ference between a more realistic group mobility model compared to a random
walk model without any group dynamic in terms of node connectivity and link
change rate turns out to be small. Hence, the simpler random walk model was
implemented in ns-3. This model is deemed to be good enough to be used for
other network simulations at foi. The results of Sterner are difficult to general-
ize, though, since work by Kuiper and Nadjm-Tehrani [33] indicates that more
realistic mobility models show differing results compared to random mobility
models.

The random walk model was implemented with the parameters listed in Ta-
ble 3.3, where the b and v parameters are based on the results from a discussion
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with the on-site technical support and the remaining parameters are based on
values used in the technical report by Sterner [32].

Table 3.3: Simulation parameters used for the random walk mobility model.

Parameter Explanation Value

b Length of square area side 70,000 m
v Constant speed 10 m/s
∆T Sample interval 1.0 s
σ Standard deviation of angular velocity 0.071 rad/s
∆ω Time constant 1.0 s

In the mobility model, as described by Sterner [32], nodes start at random
positions inside a square area and move with a constant speed. They move in-
dependently from each other and change directions at random. When colliding
with the square bounds of the area, nodes do a perfectly elastic collision, i.e. a
180 degree turn, and continue moving. Every new node position (xi,p+1, yi,p+1)
for each time step parameter p = 1, 2, . . . is generated by

xi,p+1 = xi,p + ∆T v cos(θi,p),
yi,p+1 = yi,p + ∆T v sin(θi,p),
θi,p+1 = θi,p + ∆T vωi,p,

(3.2)

where ∆T and v are given in Table 3.3 and the new rotation ωi,p+1 is generated
by

ωi,p+1 =

ρωi,p +
√

1 − ρ2∆TΩp, if p > 1,
∆TΩp, if p = 1.

(3.3)

Random variables Ωp follow a joint Gaussian (normal) distribution given by
N (σ2, 0) where the standard deviation σ is given in Table 3.3. The coefficient
ρ that determines the statistical dependency between ωi,p and ωi,p+1 is given by
the expression

ρ = exp (−∆T
∆ω

), (3.4)

where ∆T and ∆ω are given in Table 3.3. The difference between the ten move-
ment scenarios is that different random seeds were used for the pseudorandom
number generator, resulting in different number sequences being generated by Ω.
An example path of a node walking with this model is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.5.2 Traffic Model

A traffic model is, in this thesis, a model that describes how often packets are
sent, the size of packets, and the source and destinations of each packet. Since
the sensor data application was not yet finished when this thesis project started,
a simplified traffic model was used instead. This traffic model is regarded by
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Figure 3.2: Example path of a node walking from the green to the red dot
with the random walk implementation developed at foi.

the on-site supervisor to generate traffic similar to the traffic of the sensor data
application.

As explained in Section 1.2, there are three types of nodes in the network. In
this traffic model, the producers constitute one third of the nodes in the network,
the interpreters one sixth of the nodes, and the consumers the rest, i.e. one half,
of the nodes.

Each producer sends ten 128-bit packets per second to one other producer.
All producers receive packets from one producer. Each producer also sends one
128-bit packet per second to one of the interpreters, in a way so each interpreter
receives packets from two producers. In addition, every interpreter sends one
128-bit packet per second to three consumers, in a way so all consumers receive
packets from one interpreter. This traffic model setup is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.5.3 Protocol Parameters

It is important to tune protocol parameters correctly, since the default ns-3 proto-
col parameters may not be suited for these specific network conditions. Parame-
ter values were determined experimentally. This was realized by first examining
the usage of the protocol parameters in the simulator source code in order to
filter out the parameters that most certainly would not make any performance
difference when changed. Thereafter, simulations were performed to determine
appropriate values for the remaining parameters and to see if changing these
parameters led to a measurable performance difference at all.
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Consumers

Producers

Interpreters

Figure 3.3: An overview of the traffic model. This is with a network size of
12 nodes.

The default protocol parameter values were taken from scientific literature, if
possible. Otherwise, the default parameter values were set as the ns-3 defaults.

Assuming an accurate traffic model, a high routing protocol overhead and a
low routing path optimality do not need to lead to any negative effects on the net-
work, except for packet delay, as long as packets actually reach their destination.
Since a reasonable packet delay is acceptable, packet delivery ratio was deemed
to be a good indicator of protocol performance and took precedence over other
metrics when ranking the outcomes of different parameter values. Therefore, an
appropriate parameter value was considered to be the value that maximized the
packet delivery ratio in the simulation tests.

Simulation conditions were identical to the final protocol simulations: Sim-
ulations lasted for 900 simulated seconds with ten different movement scenar-
ios. The bandwidth at which the network operate in was chosen as the band-
width where 12-node simulations with the default protocol parameters attained
a packet delivery ratio of 80 %, since 80 % is regarded by the application design-
ers at foi as a good enough packet delivery ratio. Obviously, this level may differ
between different routing protocols.

3.5.4 Topology Distribution Simulations

A simulation test was realized in order to compare olsr, which distributes topol-
ogy information in the protocol layer, to the protocols distributing topology in-
formation in the application layer. These simulations had the same setup as the
simulations described in Section 3.5, but extra application layer packets were
sent besides the traffic model packets. Topology distribution packets were not
included in the calculations of packet delivery ratio.
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In order to distribute the topology in the application layer, packets contain
a list of neighbor addresses of a node, the source address, and an increasing se-
quence number. Every field has a size of one byte, so all packets were 2 + n bytes
in size, where n is the number of neighbors of the source node. When a neighbor
receives a packet from a source with a sequence number that it had not yet re-
ceived, the packet is rebroadcasted. Otherwise, the packet is not rebroadcasted.
This ensures that all packets will receive the addresses of the neighbors of all
nodes. As a result, all nodes can build a topology overview.

To make the comparison fair, topology information packets are broadcasted
periodically as often as olsr distributes its topology. The first distribution hap-
pens after the duration of half the broadcast interval. To prevent network over-
load from several nodes broadcasting their information simultaneously the sec-
ond node broadcasts its topology information two seconds after the first node,
the third two seconds after the second node and so on.

Obviously, olsr did not use this topology distribution application. Finally,
the performance differences between the protocol layer and application layer
topology distribution protocols were compared.

3.6 Source Code Modifications and Additions

This section gives an overview of the modifications of the existing ns-3 source
code and the source code additions. Modifications of the ns-3 source code were
done for three reasons: to collect evaluation metric data, to set the values of proto-
col parameters after the parameter tuning process, and to add support for lower
bandwidths. These modifications are listed in Section A.1.

An overview of the source code additions is shown in Figure 3.4 while the
source code is listed in Section A.2. The run_simulations_*.py programs
are used to run simulation sets. There is one such program for the timeout vali-
dation tests described in Section 3.4.1, one for the interference test described in
Section 3.4.2, and one for the protocol performance simulations described in Sec-
tion 3.5. These three programs make use of run_simulations_common.py,
which has common functionality between these programs.

The run_simulations_main.py program takes as input the protocols to
test, the number of movement scenarios per simulation set, e.g. 10, the ns-3 pa-
rameters that are constant in all simulation runs, e.g. simulation time, and ns-3
parameters that will change between simulation sets, e.g. bandwidth. It then
runs the simulations for the right number of parameter combinations and out-
puts the evaluation metric data to a file. The information in this file can later be
analyzed and plotted. Regarding run_simulations_interference.py and
run_simulations_timeout_validation.py, they work similarly to run_
simulations_main.py, but do not take ad-hoc routing protocol or movement
scenario data as input.

The mytest_*.cc programs execute a single ns-3 simulation run. They set
up a single simulation, run it, and output packet delivery ratio, routing protocol
overhead, and routing information data. This routing information data is output
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run_simulations_
common.py

run_simulations_
timeout_validation.py

run_simulations_
interference.py

mytest_interference.ccmytest_timeout_
validation.cc

collect_data.py

run_simulations_
main.py

foi-random-walk-mobility-model.h/cc

mytest_main.cc

metric_data

Use

Use Use Use

Use

Use
Output

Figure 3.4: An overview of the source code additions.
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to a file later read by collect_data.py, which analyzes the data and outputs
routing path optimality. The collect_data.py program is in its turn called
by the run_simulations_*.py programs in order to output the data for all
metrics. Every time one of the run_simulations_*.py programs are run it
executes its mytest_*.cc counterpart several times. The mytest_main.cc
program simulates with the random walk mobility model, as described in Sec-
tion 3.5.1.





4
Results

In this chapter, the results from applying the method are presented. Note that
the results are described but not discussed here. That is left to Chapter 5, which
discusses both the method and the results.

This chapter first demonstrates the selected ad-hoc routing protocols. Sec-
ondly, the results of the simulation tests intended to test network characteristics
are shown. Lastly, the results of the protocol parameter adaptation and the final
simulations are presented.

4.1 Protocol Selection

In this section, a list of protocol candidates which occurred frequently in the liter-
ature is at first considered. Thereafter, the list of protocol candidates that will be
compared toolsr is reduced to three protocols, with the help of literature studies
and comparative studies of the protocols. The protocol candidates are presented
in Table 4.1 together with protocol classification information as explained earlier
in Section 2.2.

29
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Unfortunately, no comparative ad-hoc routing protocol studies were found
that specifically targeted low bandwidth environments (less than 100 kbit/s). In-
stead, comparative studies targeted at higher bandwidths had to be used.

The tora protocol performs significantly worse in a network with a size of ten
nodes compared to other protocols in the comparative studies by Natarajan and
Mahadevan [39], and Broch et al. [21]. It performs poorly in the aspects of packet
loss and routing protocol overhead compared to other protocols, such as aodv,
dsdv, and dsr. Torawas thus not considered as a protocol candidate. Moreover,
ssa is a variant of aodv [40]. Since aodv already has a ns-3 implementation, ssa
was not considered.

Neither Babel, batman nor zrp were chosen for further investigation. Al-
though Babel seemed like a good candidate since it is specified by a rfc (Request
For Comments), it was deemed too complex to implement into the simulator in
the allocated time frame of this project. Both batman and zrp are vaguely speci-
fied in their respective publications. Moreover, no zrp implementation could be
found and there is no pseudocode in zrp’s paper by Haas [38]. There is an open-
source ns-3 implementation of batman available. Unfortunately, only the proto-
col implementation and not the modifications the authors made to the simulator
source code that are necessary to run batman are included in the distribution.

As explained in Section 2.2, aodv and dsr are both reactive, but take differ-
ent approaches. There are existing ns-3 implementations of aodv and dsr, and
both perform well in a comparison study by Broch et al. [21]. Thus both aodv
and dsrwere considered. Also, dsdv performs well compared to other protocols
in a study by Das et al. [41], so it was investigated as well.

Consequently, aodv, dsdv, and dsr are the final candidates that were com-
pared to olsr in the simulation environment. Thus, two reactive protocols: one
with and one without source routing and two proactive protocols: one link-state
and one distance-vector were tested. In the protocol simulations, the respective
ns-3 implementations of the protocols were used.

Table 4.2 shows the relative performance of aodv, dsdv, and dsr in compar-
ative studies. All of the three studies in the table make use of bandwidths in the
order of 1 Mbit/s. They also make use of different node mobility cases, where
nodes move with different velocities. These studies do not give any clear picture
of the final results of this study, partly due to dsr being the highest performer in
four of the cases and dsdv being the highest performer in two of the cases, and
partly due to the high bandwidths.

4.2 Simulator Tests

The results of the simulation tests are explained here.

4.2.1 Validation of Timeout Modifications

The results of the simulator modification validation test explained in Section 3.4.1
are presented here. Figure 4.1 shows the packet delivery ratio of a single node
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Table 4.2: Rankings of protocols in terms of packet delivery ratio in com-
parative studies, where 1 is the highest and 3 is the lowest performer. The
ranking is shared between protocols if there are no significant differences in
performance between protocols. None of these studies take olsr into con-
sideration.

Study Node mobility Protocol ranking
AODV DSDV DSR

Broch et al. [21] Low (1 m/s) 2 3 1
High (20 m/s) 2 3 1

Natarajan and
Mahadevan [39]

Low (1 m/s) 2 3 1
High (20 m/s) 1 3 1

Das et al. [41] Low (About 0.5 m/s) 3 1 2
High (About 4 m/s) 3 1 2

sending packets to another node with the same channel throughput as bandwidth
without and with the ack and cts timeout modifications. It is apparent that
the simulator modification for lower bandwidths breaks down with bandwidths
lower than about 900 kbit/s if no timeout parameters are modified. This effect is
probably due to packets taking a longer time to transmit at lower bandwidths.

However, with ack and cts timeout parameters that scale inversely with
bandwidth, the decrease in performance seen without the modifications is not
apparent anymore. Clearly, the timeout modification makes a significant differ-
ence in the metric of packet delivery ratio for bandwidths lower than 900 kbit/s
and was therefore used in all other simulations in this thesis.
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(a) Unmodified timeout parameters.
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(b) Modified timeout parameters.

Figure 4.1: The results of the modification validation test without and with
modified ack and cts timeout parameters.
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4.2.2 Radio Interference Investigation

The results of the radio interference investigation, as described in Section 3.4.2,
are shown in Figure 4.2. It shows that the packet delivery ratio falls sharply
when increasing the number of nodes, even though the nodes do not send packets
to each other. Notably, a doubling of the number of nodes seems to roughly
halve the packet delivery ratio. Apparently, increasing the number of nodes has
a significant negative impact on network performance.
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Figure 4.2: The results of the radio interference investigation.

4.3 Protocol Performance Simulations

In this section, the choices of protocol parameters for the simulated protocols are
given and justified at first. Thereafter, the results of the simulations are presented
for the different evaluation metrics.

4.3.1 Protocol Parameters

The default aodv, dsdv, and dsr parameter values used when developing the
parameter values were taken from the paper by Broch et al. [21], the olsr pa-
rameters were taken from the book by Sarkar [42], and the remaining parameters
not listed in any of the publications were set as the ns-3 3.24.1 defaults. These
parameter values are shown in tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 for aodv, dsdv, dsr,
and olsr respectively.
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Table 4.3: The starting parameters used when tuning aodv.

Parameter Explanation Value

Active route timeout Time for which a route is considered active. 300 s
My route timeout Lifetime of a route reply sent by the destina-

tion node.
600 s

Route request retries Number of times a route request is retried. 3

Table 4.4: The starting parameters used when tuning dsdv.

Parameter Explanation Value

Periodic update interval Interval between retransmit-
ted routing table update pack-
ets.

15 s

Weighted settling time factor Factor for the settling time. 7/8
Max. queued packets per destination Maximum number of packets

per destination a node can
buffer.

5

Table 4.5: The starting parameters used when tuning dsr.

Parameter Explanation Value

Request period Time between retransmitted route request
packets.

500 ms

Max send buff time Time to hold packets awaiting routes. 30 s

Table 4.6: The starting parameters used when tuning olsr.

Parameter Explanation Value

Willingness How willing nodes are to forward
traffic on behalf of other nodes.

Default

Hello interval Interval between hello messages. 2 s
tc interval Interval between tcmessages. 5 s
Neighbor hold time The time a node considers a link to

be valid after receiving a hello mes-
sage.

3 × Hello interval

Topology hold time The time a node considers tc infor-
mation to be valid after receiving a
tcmessage.

3 × tc interval
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The mean values and standard deviations of the non-tuned simulations of the
simulation sets are shown in Figure 4.3 for packet delivery ratio. Aodv has a
packet delivery of 80 % at a bandwidth of about 80 kbit/s, while dsdv has the
same at 50 kbit/s, dsr at 100 kbit/s, and olsr at 60 kbit/s. These are thus the
bandwidths that were used when tuning the respective protocols.
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Figure 4.3: Packet delivery ratio for 12 nodes without tuned parameters.

Of the 67 protocol parameters in total, varying 9 of them led to any significant
difference in performance in any of the evaluation metrics. For aodv, the packet
delivery ratio results of varying the allowed hello loss parameter are shown in
Figure 4.4 and the routing protocol overhead results of varying the hello interval
parameter are shown in Figure 4.5. Although varying the hello interval only has
an impact on the packet delivery ratio below 4 seconds, it has a significant impact
on the routing protocol overhead. This resulted in the parameter values listed in
Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: The final parameters used when tuning aodv.

Parameter Explanation Value Default
Value

Allowed hello loss The number of hello messages which
may be lost for a valid link.

5 2

Hello interval The time between hello broadcast
messages.

40 s 1 s
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Figure 4.4: Results when changing the aodv allowed hello loss parameter
for 12 nodes.
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Figure 4.5: Results when changing the aodv hello interval parameter for
12 nodes. Note that the scale of the x-axes differs between the graphs for
visibility.
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For dsdv the effects of varying the hold times parameter are shown in Fig-
ure 4.6. Packet delivery ratio increases slowly to a hold times value of about 5,
while routing protocol overhead decreases to a hold times value of about 3. Fig-
ure 4.7 shows the effects of varying the periodic update interval parameter. Here,
packet delivery ratio increases to an interval of about 60 seconds, while routing
protocol overhead always will decrease when increasing the update interval. This
resulted in the parameter values listed in Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Results when changing the dsdv hold times parameter for 12
nodes.
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Figure 4.7: Results when changing the dsdv periodic update interval pa-
rameter for 12 nodes.

For dsr the effects of varying the link ack timeout parameter are shown in
Figure 4.8. Here, all three metrics improve when going from lower timeouts
to a timeout of about 0.7 seconds. Figure 4.9 shows the effects of varying the
node traversal time parameter. It shows that all three metrics improve slightly
when increasing the node traversal time from lower values to a value of about
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Table 4.8: The final parameters used when tuning dsdv.

Parameter Explanation Value Default
Value

Hold times The number of missed periodic
updates from a node before its
routing table entry is removed.

5 3

Periodic update interval Time between retransmitted
routing table update packets.

60 s 15 s

1.5 seconds. In Figure 4.10 the results of varying the try link acks parameter are
shown. Here, all three metrics improve when increasing it to a value of about
10, after which the metric values stabilize. This resulted in the parameter values
listed in Table 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Results when changing the dsr link ack timeout parameter for
12 nodes.
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(a) Delivery ratio with a link ack time-
out up to 1 second.
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(b) Delivery ratio with a link ack time-
out up to 3 seconds.
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(c) Routing path optimality.
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(d) Routing protocol overhead.

Figure 4.9: Results when changing the dsr node traversal time parameter
for 12 nodes. Note that the x-axes differ between graphs for visibility.

Table 4.9: The final parameters used when tuning dsr.

Parameter Explanation Value Default
Value

Link ack timeout The time a packet in maintenance
buffer waits for link acknowledg-
ment.

0.7 s 0.1 s

Node traversal time Conservative estimate of the average
one hop traversal time for packets.
This affects the lifetime of routing ta-
ble entries.

1.5 s 0.04 s

Try link acks The number of link acknowledg-
ments used.

10 1
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Figure 4.10: Results when changing the dsr try link acks parameter for 12
nodes.
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For olsr, the hello interval and tc interval parameters were varied together
in the parameter tuning simulations, where the tc interval was set to 2.5 times
the hello interval. This was since both of the parameters distribute the network
topology, as explained in Section 2.4.3. Hence, varying one but not the other
could have led to poor results. The ratio of 2.5 was chosen since it is the default
ratio between the values for the tc and hello interval parameters used in the
paper by Broch et al. [21].

In Figure 4.11 the results of varying the hello and tc parameters are shown.
Although routing protocol overhead always will drop when increasing the inter-
vals, packet delivery ratio will first rise due to less overhead and then drop due
to routing table information being outdated. Thus, the parameter values listed in
Table 4.10 were chosen.
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Figure 4.11: Results when changing the olsr hello and tc intervals for 12
nodes.

The performance effect of optimizing these protocol parameters for a network
size of 12 nodes is illustrated in Figure 4.12. Notably, dsr increases its perfor-
mance the most and dsdv increases its performance the least by the parameter
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Table 4.10: The final parameters used when tuning olsr.

Parameter Explanation Value Default
Value

Hello interval The time between hello broadcast mes-
sages.

20 s 2 s

tc interval The time between tc broadcast messages. 50 s 5 s

tuning. Furthermore, the performance differences between protocols decrease by
tuning the parameters.
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Figure 4.12: Packet delivery ratio for 12 nodes before and after parameter
tuning. This is for a bandwidth of 50 kbit/s. The standard deviation is also
shown.

4.3.2 Protocol Comparison Simulations

In this section, the simulation results for the different evaluation metrics, routing
protocols, and network sizes are presented as graphs. The mean values and stan-
dard deviations, which are shown in the graphs referenced in this section, were
calculated from the runs of the simulation sets.

The results of the packet delivery ratio simulations for the network sizes of 6,
12, and 18 nodes are shown in Figure 4.13. It shows that packet delivery ratio
correlates negatively with the number of nodes in the network. Regardless of
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network size, aodv and dsdv perform similarly to each other and dsr and olsr
perform similarly to each other. Aodv and dsdv perform better than olsr and
dsr, in the aspect of packet delivery ratio.

Notably, all protocols suffer from poor performance at lower bandwidths. For
example, with a network of 12 nodes the highest performing protocols, aodv
and dsdv, only have packet delivery ratios of about 20 % at a bandwidth of 10
kbit/s. Therefore, the answer to research question 4 is that it will not be possible
to maintain a 80 % packet delivery ratio with these specific network conditions.

With a 12-node network, double the amount of packets arrive at their desti-
nation when using aodv instead of dsr at lower bandwidths. This illustrates the
importance of carefully selecting a routing protocol.
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(a) Packet delivery ratio for 6 nodes.
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(b) Packet delivery ratio for 12 nodes.
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(c) Packet delivery ratio for 18 nodes.

Figure 4.13: Packet delivery ratio for different network sizes.

Figure 4.14 shows the routing protocol overhead for a network size of 12
nodes. Obviously, the protocol overhead increases with the number of nodes in
the network, but otherwise the protocols perform similarly relative to each other
regardless of network size. Therefore, only the results for 12 nodes are shown.
With respect to routing protocol overhead, dsr consistently performs worse than
the three other protocols and dsdv follows. Generally, aodv seems to outper-
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form the other protocols at higher bandwidths (higher than 10 kbit/s), but olsr
may be the highest performer at very low bandwidths.
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(a) Routing protocol overhead for 12
nodes.
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(b) Routing protocol overhead for 12
nodes without the results for dsr
shown.

Figure 4.14: Routing protocol overhead for 12 nodes with and without the
results for dsr shown.

In Figure 4.15 the results in the aspect of routing path optimality are shown
for the network sizes of 6, 12, and 18 nodes. The optimality decreases when
increasing the number of nodes in the network. Dsr generally has the highest
performance of the four protocols at higher bandwidths (higher than 20 kbit/s),
but aodv performs the best at lower bandwidths. Dsdv seems to be the sec-
ond worst performer, while olsr seems to scale the best with bandwidth. Since
it is more important that a protocol performs well at lower bandwidths in this
application, olsr is here one of the worst performers in routing path optimal-
ity. Generally, the routing path optimality differences between protocols increase
with the number of nodes in the network.

The performance of protocols are compared in Table 4.11. It shows that aodv
is either the highest or one of the two highest performers in all of the three eval-
uation metrics. Since dsdv ranks higher than olsr and dsr in packet delivery
ratio, which is considered to be more important than the other metrics, it can be
considered to be the second highest performer. Finally, olsr may have a slight
advantage over dsr due to less routing protocol overhead.

4.3.3 Topology Distribution Simulations

Adding topology distribution to the application layer of protocols without topol-
ogy distribution functionality in the routing layer results in a maximum perfor-
mance decrease of 2 percentage points in the metric of packet delivery ratio, as
illustrated in Figure 4.16. Notably, the protocols using the topology distribution
algorithm also perform about 1 percentage point better at some bandwidths.
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(a) Routing path optimality for 6
nodes.
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(b) Routing path optimality for 12
nodes.
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(c) Routing path optimality for 18
nodes.

Figure 4.15: Routing path optimality for different network sizes.

Table 4.11: Rankings of protocols in terms of the evaluation metrics, where
1 is the best and 4 is the worst performer. The ranking is shared between
protocols if there are no significant differences in performance between pro-
tocols.

Metric
Protocol

AODV DSDV DSR OLSR

Packet delivery ratio 1 1 3 3
Routing protocol overhead 1 3 4 1
Routing path optimality 1 3 1 3
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Due to the minor differences in performance from adding a topology distri-
bution algorithm, the results are unchanged from the results presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. Therefore, aodv is the most fit protocol for the application.
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(a) Packet delivery ratio without any
application layer topology distribution.
This is identical to the graph in Fig-
ure 4.13.
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(b) Packet delivery ratio where aodv,
dsdv, and dsr use application layer
topology distribution.
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(c)Difference between (a) and (b). The
y-axis is in another scale for visibility.
Here, a negative packet delivery ratio
means that it decreased when adding
topology distribution.

Figure 4.16: Packet delivery ratio without and with application layer topol-
ogy distribution for 12 nodes. Note that olsr did not distribute topology
information in the application layer. The difference between the graphs is
also shown.

The original expectations on the simulation results were that reactive pro-
tocols would perform better than proactive protocols, since the topology rarely
changes. This turned out to be wrong, since dsdv is one of the highest perform-
ers. Also, expectations were that dsr would be one of the highest performing
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protocols and aodv would not, as the comparative studies in Table 4.2 indicate.
It turned out to be wrong as well.





5
Discussion

In this chapter, the results are discussed. Also, shortcomings of the method
and possible consequences on the results are mentioned. Possible alternative
approaches for performing the evaluation if there had been more time, more re-
sources, or if the knowledge from this thesis had been available on beforehand
are discussed. In addition, the ethical and social aspects of the results are pre-
sented. Finally, the credibility of the sources used in this thesis is discussed.

5.1 Results

In this section, the results and its implications are discussed. This section is struc-
tured similarly to the Results chapter.

5.1.1 Protocol Selection

Some less known protocols that were not studied can of course perform better
than the tested protocols. Additionally, there are variations of protocols that were
tested which may perform better than the original protocols. Repairing the bro-
ken open-source batman implementation could have given good results, but the
initial impression was that too much of the implementation was missing.

Unfortunately, some protocols are not sufficiently specified, which made them
too hard to implement or use. Also, since ns-3 is quite heavyweight, implement-
ing support for new protocols proved to be difficult.

5.1.2 Simulator Tests

In this section, the results of the simulator tests are discussed.

49
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Validation of Timeout Modifications

Although the packet delivery ratio decreases when the bandwidth increases, it
is reasonably stable with the changes to the timeout values. The change of the
802.11b ack and cts timeout values was the right thing to do, both theoretically
and with the support of this test.

Radio Interference Investigation

Increasing the number of nodes decreases the packet delivery ratio, assuming
nodes can reach another. This can result in dense networks performing worse
than sparse, even though the total amount of bandwidth is greater and routing
paths generally are shorter in a dense network. Interference may be the main
reason that the network with 18 nodes performs worse than the network with 6
nodes in the aspect of packet delivery ratio.

5.1.3 Protocol Performance Simulations

In this section, the simulation results are discussed.

Protocol Parameters

The reason that dsdv gains the least from parameter tuning is probably because
its periodic update interval already was higher than the default intervals of other
protocols. Still, the importance of tuning protocol parameters cannot be under-
estimated. For example, tuning dsr improved its performance a lot in the metric
of packet delivery ratio.

Protocol Comparison Simulations

The poor results in the metric of packet delivery ratio at lower bandwidths may
make more sense if approached with a simple mathematic calculation. Let’s as-
sume a 12-node network with a bandwidth of 12.8 kbit/s where all nodes have
connectivity to all other nodes. With 128-bit packets 100 packets can be sent
per second, assuming only one node can send simultaneously due to interference.
With the tested traffic model 46 application layer packets are sent per second.
Taking ip layer overhead, routing protocol overhead, 802.11 protocol overhead
and so on into consideration, it seems like the traffic model strains the network
too much to be usable at lower bandwidths, assuming full network connectivity.

Dsr’s poor performance in routing protocol overhead may be due to the effect
of the source routing mechanism, which also may explain its poor performance
in packet delivery ratio compared to aodv. Thus, dsr may perform better with
a traffic model that does not strain the network as much, but also with larger
data packets. Furthermore, the reason that aodv overhead scales well with band-
width may be due to less route request resends for aodv at higher bandwidths,
since less packets may have been lost due to interference. This may also explain
its good performance in the packet delivery ratio evaluation metric.
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Most of the neighbors of a node were reachable in two hops, so few of olsr’s
tcmessages need to propagate through the network. This explains why the over-
head curve only changes slightly with bandwidth for olsr. Dsdv’s overhead
increases with bandwidth, which may be due to higher propagation of routing
table update messages at higher bandwidths.

Depending on the bandwidth of the shortwave radio modems and the network
size, the network may be unusable with the tested traffic model. For example,
with a network size of 6 nodes, using a radio modem with a less than 20 kbit/s
bandwidth is probably not feasible. There are multiple solutions to this: decreas-
ing the number of nodes in the network, using a traffic model that does not strain
the network as much, using radio modems with higher bandwidths, using traffic
data compression, or by using ip header compression.

Topology Distribution Simulations

This comparison makes it clear that the strain on the network from adding a
topology distribution algorithm is negligible compared to the strain of the net-
work from the existing traffic model. Also, it shows that distributing the topol-
ogy in the application layer with aodv is a better choice than relying on protocol
layer topology distribution with olsr.

5.2 Method

In this section, the used method is discussed and criticized. Shortcomings of the
method and its influence on the result are pointed out. This section is structured
similarly to the Method chapter.

5.2.1 Simulator Prestudy

The choice of ns-3 as a simulator worked out in the end. Also, the simulator re-
quirements listed in Section 3.1 seem to cover the important simulator function-
ality. Although the main disadvantage with the use of ns-3 was its large codebase,
resulting in a lot of time spent setting it up and navigating code, it was probably
a better choice than implementing a simulator from scratch. The fact that ns-3
is used in other scientific research increases the credibility of this thesis. On the
other hand, using a simulator that simulates faster could have given more accu-
rate results, since simulations could then have lasted for a longer time.

An alternative to ns-3 was a simulator in internal use at foi, which has some
of the functionality of ns-3 and also support for some radio equipment. However,
that simulator was revealed late in the project, it is not as widely used in research
as the ns-3 simulator, and it is not open-source to the public. Another alternative
to ns-3 was the omnet++ simulator, but it was deemed less effective to work with
due to less documentation.
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5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics

Identical or similar metrics for ad-hoc routing protocol evaluation have been used
in other papers, such as in the paper by Broch et al. [21]. This gives credibility to
the used metrics.

Of course, there are dependencies between the metrics, so a low or high value
in one metric may lead to a low or high value in another. For example, a high
routing protocol overhead leads to a low packet delivery ratio, since no applica-
tion layer packets can be delivered if all the available bandwidth is used by the
routing protocol.

Regarding that packets sent over multiple hops are counted once in the rout-
ing protocol overhead metric, it may have made a difference if packets were
counted once for each hop. On one hand, this would have led to the results of
a low routing path optimality being mirrored in the routing protocol overhead,
which would have led to increased dependencies between the metrics. On the
other hand, a packet that makes multiple hops uses the transmission medium
multiple times, so there are arguments for both sides. Still, since the routing
path optimality does not differ significantly between protocols, counting packets
multiple times would not have made any big difference.

5.2.3 Simulator Tests

These tests were important for determining the effects of the low bandwidth mod-
ification of the simulator and the effects on performance due to radio interference.
Since the experiments were light, with few nodes, no ad-hoc routing protocol, a
steady stream of packets, and few parameters that changed, the tests have high
credibility. Also, the tests are easy to reproduce, since the method, ns-3 source
code additions, and source code modifications are described thoroughly.

5.2.4 Protocol Performance Simulations

Obviously, a real-world test would have been preferable to doing simulations,
but the equipment was not available for such a test. Also, using a model of the
shortwave radio modem instead of the 802.11b model would have been desirable,
but there was not enough time to implement a simulation model of the radio
modem. Without implementing a simulation model of the radio modem it is
unfortunately difficult to know the impact of this.

Using longer simulations or adding more than ten movement scenarios would
of course have increased the confidence in the simulations, since a network in this
application will probably not be in use for just 900 seconds. On the other hand,
inspection of the standard deviations of the graphs in Section 4.3.2 indicates that
the simulation time was long enough to result in significant performance differ-
ences between protocols.

To put the time used for simulations in perspective, a single 900 simulated sec-
ond run on a regular computer lasted for 30–180 seconds depending on, among
others, bandwidth, protocol, and network size. For a single protocol, a simula-
tion set consisting of the ten movement scenarios were run for each of the ten
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x-axis parameters. With the four protocols and the three different network sizes,
running the simulations in e.g. Section 4.3.2 took about 3 × 4 × 10 × 10 × 90 s
= 30 hours. Note that these calculations do not take the simulation time for pa-
rameter tuning and topology distribution into account. This also illustrates the
importance of using a simulator that can simulate faster than real time. Signifi-
cantly increasing the simulation time or the number of movement scenarios was
not feasible, with regards to the already long simulation times.

It was not possible to fully validate the simulation scenario, since the real
equipment and mobility model were not available. Instead, the simulation ap-
proach was to achieve a topology change rate close to the topology change rate
in real-world usage. Thus, it was deemed acceptable that the simulation model
among others did not consider terrain, used the Friis model instead of a more re-
alistic ground and sky wave model, used a simulated frequency (2.4 ghz) much
higher than the shortwave frequency (1.6–30 mhz), and used mobility parame-
ters such as vehicle speed that may differ from real-world values.

The network sizes of 6, 12, and 18 nodes are considered to be typical network
sizes for this application. Since the differences in simulation results between
these network sizes are small, simulating with a higher resolution of network
sizes would not have resulted in any significant differences.

Reliability of these simulations, i.e. if it is easy to get the same results by
applying the method described in this thesis, is high, since the method, source
code additions, and ns-3 source code modifications are described thoroughly. Al-
though different randomized node starting positions and movements decreases
reliability, the standard deviations in the graphs in Section 4.3.2 indicate that it
does not make any significant difference.

Mobility Model

A more sophisticated mobility model would have been preferred instead of the
random walk model if time permitted. Of course, the best option would have
been usage of real world movement data of military vehicles, but no such data
was available. As mentioned, the most important aspect of this mobility model is
that topology changes occur with the right frequency, though, so the model that
was used is probably sufficient.

Traffic Model

It would have been preferable to use the actual application layer data model in
the simulations, but the application was not finished when the simulations were
run. However, the traffic model in use was deemed to be close enough to the
actual case.

Protocol Parameters

Obviously, a specific methodology for finding optimal values could have been
used instead of the method used for protocol parameter tuning. Also, time could
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have been spent modifying the source code to adjust protocols more for the sce-
nario. For instance, the length of node address fields in protocol headers could
have been adapted to the relatively small network size for smaller messages. Ad-
ditionally, parameters could have been varied together, instead of by themselves,
since the values of some parameters affect the optimal values of others. Still, the
performance of the protocols increased significantly in the metric of packet deliv-
ery ratio, as shown in Figure 4.12.

Some parameters may only have been possible to change by modifications to
the source code of protocols. Such parameters were not investigated. Of course,
some of these code modification parameters may play a large role in the perfor-
mance of protocols. On the other hand, making no protocol source code modifi-
cations ensures that prior protocol studies are of higher validity in the context of
this study.

Routing protocol overhead could have been used instead of packet delivery
ratio as the metric to determine protocol performance. This would have resulted
in an application with fewer packets arriving at their destination, since routing
update packets would have been broadcasted infrequently. However, the impact
on packet delay could have been positive. Using routing path optimality instead
of packet delivery ratio would have had a similar packet delay and packet loss
effect, but probably with very frequent broadcasts of routing update packets.

The bandwidth at which a protocol without any parameter tuning achieved a
packet delivery ratio of 80 % was used as the bandwidth at which the parameters
of the protocol were tuned. Perhaps, tuning at a packet delivery ratio of 20 %
would have been a better idea, since the application is designed to work in those
circumstances.

In this thesis, the same protocol parameters were used regardless of network
size. Using different parameters for different network sizes may have given dif-
ferent results. However, the network in use will probably not change protocol
parameters depending on the number of nodes in the network.

Topology Distribution Simulations

There are more effective application layer topology distribution algorithms avail-
able that could have been used instead of the present one, e.g. the work by Kuiper
and Nadjm-Tehrani [43]. The used algorithm at least gives a lower bound of pro-
tocol performance.

Of course, the packet size could have been tweaked. For example, a sequence
number with a size of 8 bits ensures it will run out soon. Furthermore, the size of
the node address information could have been decreased to better suit the size of
the networks.

5.2.5 Source Code Modifications and Additions

Although the modifications of the ns-3 source code worked as intended, there is
lots of room for improvements. Most of the code was written early in the project,
before any deeper understanding of the ns-3 architecture. For example, the lower
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bandwidth modifications, as listed in Section A.1, can be implemented with ns-3
attributes instead.

Regarding the architecture of the source code additions, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.4, they are unnecessarily complex. For example, the run_simulations_*
.py programs can be merged into a single program for less code duplication. This
is true for the mytest_*.cc programs as well. Also, instead of collect_data
.py reading the routing information data file, the data can be generated and in-
terpreted in ns-3 directly. Then, mytest_*.cc and run_simulations_*.py
can be merged into one file. All these changes would have resulted in a few C++
simulation programs, which use foi-random-walk-mobility-model.h/cc
and outputs the metric data file.

This complex architecture is partly due to time constraints, but also due to
how the architecture developed during the project. Making these proposed changes
would increase the clarity as well as brevity of the source code.

5.3 Work in a Broader Context

Although the results of this thesis can be used in other areas, military purposes
are its primary field of application. On one hand, tactical communication can e.g.
be used in peace-keeping operations or in disaster areas. On the other hand, it
can be used to affect global stability negatively.

5.4 Source Criticism

Few comparative studies of routing protocols that were found are specifically
targeted at low bandwidth environments. This led to the use of sources inves-
tigating performance at higher bandwidths instead. For example, the study by
Natarajan and Mahadevan [39] uses a bandwidth of 2 Mbit/s, which is far from
the bandwidths used in this thesis.

Some otherwise credible sources are classified, so their results could not be
used in this thesis. This only proved to be problematic regarding the shortwave
radio modem, though. Also, some less known ad-hoc routing protocols had few
citations except for the original source, which led to their exclusion. Finally, some
sources used in this thesis were internet sources, which have lower credibility
than if identical information had been available in scientific publications. How-
ever, internet sources were only used for information about network simulators
and foi.
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Conclusions

This chapter answers the research questions explicitly. Also, further work that
builds upon the results of this thesis is listed. The answers to the research ques-
tions, as described in Section 1.3, are listed here:

1. Which existing ad-hoc routing protocols without any built-in distribu-
tion of topology information are suitable for the given network condi-
tions? The protocol candidates should include at least aodv, dsdv, and
dsr.

It is difficult to find ad-hoc routing protocols comparison studies specifi-
cally targeted at low bandwidths. Still, aodv, dsdv, and dsr perform well
in comparison studies targeted at higher bandwidths and were thus chosen
as protocol candidates.

2. How does olsr compare to the selected candidate protocols, in the spe-
cific network conditions?

Olsr performs worse than aodv and dsdv.

3. How does olsr compare to the selected candidate protocols, if the candi-
date protocols distribute topology information in the application layer,
in the specific network conditions?

Adding application layer distribution of the topology to aodv, dsdv, and
dsr does not result in any significant performance change. In this applica-
tion, aodv is a better choice than the other protocols.

4. Is it possible to maintain a larger than 80 % packet delivery ratio with
any of the investigated ad-hoc routing protocols, in the specific network
conditions?

57
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It is not possible. With bandwidths at about 10 kbit/s the packet delivery
ratio in a network with a size of 12 nodes is about 20 %. This depends
heavily on the network size, though, since node interference proved to be
a problem. A good solution to this is probably to use a more lightweight
traffic model, if possible.

It is important to note that most of these conclusions only are generalizable for
low bandwidth scenarios with a similar traffic model.

In total, more than 80 hours of simulations in more than 3,000 simulation
runs were performed. This led to a deeper understanding of the applicability of
these protocols in the context of foi’s constraints.

6.1 Further Work

Using a more sophisticated mobility model, a model of the shortwave radio mo-
dem, a terrain model, and/or the real application layer are simulation improve-
ments that would lead to more reliable results. Furthermore, comparing more
types and variants of routing protocols to find better alternatives for low band-
width scenarios would be interesting. Researching the impact of lighter traffic
models would be helpful as well.

Some ad-hoc routing protocols have built-in support for packet multicast.
This feature may work better with the existing traffic model, since some of the
application layer packets are of multicast character. Therefore, comparing multi-
cast with unicast routing protocols may be worthwhile.

More work may be put into tuning protocol parameters, to make the proto-
cols more suited for low bandwidth scenarios. In addition, researching the same
scenarios with another simulator, e.g. the simulator in development at foi, and
then comparing the results may be interesting.

Finally, the ns-3 simulator only has support for a few ad-hoc routing proto-
cols. Adding support for more protocols would be beneficial for ad-hoc routing
research.
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A
Source Code

This chapter lists the source code additions and ns-3 source code modifications.
All file paths are given assuming the current working directory is the ns-3.24.1
directory included in ns-3.

A.1 Modifications

In this section, source code diffs of the ns-3 source code modifications are listed
by file path. The diffs were generated by the git version control system.

A.1.1 src/aodv/model/aodv-routing-protocol.cc

@@ -162,7 +162,7 @@ RoutingProtocol::GetTypeId (void)
.SetGroupName("Aodv")
.AddConstructor<RoutingProtocol> ()
.AddAttribute ("HelloInterval", "HELLO messages emission interval.",

- TimeValue (Seconds (1)),
+ TimeValue (Seconds (40)),

MakeTimeAccessor (&RoutingProtocol::HelloInterval),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("RreqRetries", "Maximum number of retransmissions of RREQ to discover a route",
@@ -227,7 +227,7 @@ RoutingProtocol::GetTypeId (void)

&RoutingProtocol::GetMaxQueueTime),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("AllowedHelloLoss", "Number of hello messages which may be loss for valid link.",
- UintegerValue (2),
+ UintegerValue (5),

MakeUintegerAccessor (&RoutingProtocol::AllowedHelloLoss),
MakeUintegerChecker<uint16_t> ())

.AddAttribute ("GratuitousReply", "Indicates whether a gratuitous RREP should be unicast to the node originated
↪→ route discovery.",

A.1.2 src/applications/helper/on-off-helper.cc

@@ -96,6 +96,26 @@ OnOffHelper::AssignStreams (NodeContainer c, int64_t stream)
return (currentStream - stream);

}
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+uint32_t
+OnOffHelper::GetTotalPacketsSent(NodeContainer c)
+{
+ uint32_t totalPacketsSent = 0;
+ Ptr<Node> node;
+ for (NodeContainer::Iterator i = c.Begin (); i != c.End (); ++i)
+ {
+ node = (*i);
+ for (uint32_t j = 0; j < node->GetNApplications (); j++)
+ {
+ Ptr<OnOffApplication> onoff = DynamicCast<OnOffApplication> (node->GetApplication (j));
+ if (onoff)
+ {
+ totalPacketsSent += onoff->GetTotalPackets();
+ }
+ }
+ }
+ return totalPacketsSent;
+}
+
void
OnOffHelper::SetConstantRate (DataRate dataRate, uint32_t packetSize)
{

A.1.3 src/applications/helper/on-off-helper.h

@@ -113,6 +113,8 @@ public:
*/
int64_t AssignStreams (NodeContainer c, int64_t stream);

+ uint32_t GetTotalPacketsSent(NodeContainer c);
+
private:

/**
* Install an ns3::OnOffApplication on the node configured with all the

A.1.4 src/applications/model/onoff-application.cc

@@ -99,6 +99,7 @@ OnOffApplication::OnOffApplication ()
m_connected (false),
m_residualBits (0),
m_lastStartTime (Seconds (0)),

+ m_totPackets(0),
m_totBytes (0)

{
NS_LOG_FUNCTION (this);

@@ -275,6 +276,7 @@ void OnOffApplication::SendPacket ()
m_txTrace (packet);
m_socket->Send (packet);
m_totBytes += m_pktSize;

+ m_totPackets++;
if (InetSocketAddress::IsMatchingType (m_peer))
{
NS_LOG_INFO ("At time " << Simulator::Now ().GetSeconds ()

A.1.5 src/applications/model/onoff-application.h

@@ -121,6 +121,11 @@ public:
*/
int64_t AssignStreams (int64_t stream);

+ uint32_t GetTotalPackets()
+ {
+ return m_totPackets;
+ }
+
protected:

virtual void DoDispose (void);
private:

@@ -159,6 +164,7 @@ private:
uint32_t m_residualBits; //!< Number of generated, but not sent, bits
Time m_lastStartTime; //!< Time last packet sent
uint32_t m_maxBytes; //!< Limit total number of bytes sent

+ uint32_t m_totPackets; //!< Total bytes sent so far
uint32_t m_totBytes; //!< Total bytes sent so far
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EventId m_startStopEvent; //!< Event id for next start or stop event
EventId m_sendEvent; //!< Event id of pending "send packet" event

A.1.6 src/dsdv/model/dsdv-routing-protocol.cc

@@ -113,7 +113,7 @@ RoutingProtocol::GetTypeId (void)
.SetGroupName ("Dsdv")
.AddConstructor<RoutingProtocol> ()
.AddAttribute ("PeriodicUpdateInterval","Periodic interval between exchange of full routing tables among nodes. "

↪→ ,
- TimeValue (Seconds (15)),
+ TimeValue (Seconds (60)),

MakeTimeAccessor (&RoutingProtocol::m_periodicUpdateInterval),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("SettlingTime", "Minimum time an update is to be stored in adv table before sending out"
@@ -144,7 +144,7 @@ RoutingProtocol::GetTypeId (void)

&RoutingProtocol::GetWSTFlag),
MakeBooleanChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("Holdtimes","Times the forwarding Interval to purge the route.",
- UintegerValue (3),
+ UintegerValue (5),

MakeUintegerAccessor (&RoutingProtocol::Holdtimes),
MakeUintegerChecker<uint32_t> ())

.AddAttribute ("WeightedFactor","WeightedFactor for the settling time if Weighted Settling Time is enabled",

A.1.7 src/dsr/model/dsr-routing.cc

@@ -85,6 +85,7 @@ NS_OBJECT_ENSURE_REGISTERED (DsrRouting);

/* see http://www.iana.org/assignments/protocol-numbers */
const uint8_t DsrRouting::PROT_NUMBER = 48;
+std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t> DsrRouting::m_sentPackets;
/*
* The extension header is the fixed size dsr header, it is response for recognizing DSR option types

* and demux to right options to process the packet.
@@ -177,7 +178,7 @@ TypeId DsrRouting::GetTypeId ()

MakeTimeChecker ())
.AddAttribute ("NodeTraversalTime",

"The time it takes to traverse two neighboring nodes.",
- TimeValue (MilliSeconds (40)),
+ TimeValue (Seconds (1.5)),

MakeTimeAccessor (&DsrRouting::m_nodeTraversalTime),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("RreqRetries",
@@ -243,12 +244,12 @@ TypeId DsrRouting::GetTypeId ()

.AddAttribute ("LinkAckTimeout",
"The time a packet in maintenance buffer wait for "
"link acknowledgment.",

- TimeValue (MilliSeconds (100)),
+ TimeValue (MilliSeconds (700)),

MakeTimeAccessor (&DsrRouting::m_linkAckTimeout),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("TryLinkAcks",
"The number of link acknowledgment to use.",

- UintegerValue (1),
+ UintegerValue (10),

MakeUintegerAccessor (&DsrRouting::m_tryLinkAcks),
MakeUintegerChecker<uint32_t> ())

.AddAttribute ("PassiveAckTimeout",
@@ -352,7 +353,7 @@ TypeId DsrRouting::GetTypeId ()

return tid;
}

-DsrRouting::DsrRouting ()
+DsrRouting::DsrRouting () : m_protocolOfferedLoadSent(0)
{

NS_LOG_FUNCTION_NOARGS ();

@@ -575,6 +576,7 @@ void DsrRouting::NotifyDataReceipt (std::string context, Ptr<const Packet> p)
/// Remove the dsr routing header here
DsrRoutingHeader dsrRouting;
newP->RemoveHeader(dsrRouting);

+
/*
* Message type 2 means the data packet, we will further process the data

* packet for delivery notification, safely ignore control packet
@@ -920,6 +922,17 @@ void DsrRouting::SendBuffTimerExpire ()

CheckSendBuffer ();
}
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+bool DsrRouting::EnqueuePacket(Ptr<dsr::DsrNetworkQueue> dsrNetworkQueue, Ptr<Packet> packet, Ipv4Address source,
↪→ Ipv4Address destination, Time t, Ptr<Ipv4Route> route)

+{
+ DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (packet, source, destination, t, route);
+ bool res = dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry);
+ if (res)
+ {
+ m_protocolOfferedLoadSent += packet->GetSize();
+ }
+ return res;
+}
+
void DsrRouting::CheckSendBuffer ()
{

NS_LOG_INFO (Simulator::Now ().GetSeconds ()
@@ -1019,9 +1032,7 @@ void DsrRouting::CheckSendBuffer ()

//m_downTarget (newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), m_ipv4Route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route);
-
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now(),

↪→ m_ipv4Route))
{

Scheduler (priority);
}

@@ -1410,9 +1421,7 @@ DsrRouting::SendUnreachError (Ipv4Address unreachNode, Ipv4Address destination,
//m_downTarget (newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), m_ipv4Route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route);
-
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}
@@ -1455,9 +1464,7 @@ DsrRouting::ForwardErrPacket (DsrOptionRerrUnreachHeader &rerr,

//m_downTarget (packet, m_mainAddress, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (packet, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), route);
-
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, packet, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), route))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}
@@ -1581,6 +1588,15 @@ DsrRouting::Send (Ptr<Packet> packet,

if (m_linkAck)
{

+ std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>::iterator itr = m_sentPackets.find(cleanP->GetSize());
+ if (itr == m_sentPackets.end())
+ {
+ m_sentPackets[cleanP->GetSize()] = 1;
+ }
+ else
+ {
+ m_sentPackets[cleanP->GetSize()]++;
+ }

ScheduleLinkPacketRetry (newEntry, protocol);
}
else

@@ -1667,9 +1683,7 @@ DsrRouting::SendPacket (Ptr<Packet> packet, Ipv4Address source, Ipv4Address next
//m_downTarget (packet, source, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), m_ipv4Route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (packet, source, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route);
-
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, packet, source, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}
@@ -1979,9 +1993,7 @@ DsrRouting::SendPacketFromBuffer (DsrOptionSRHeader const &sourceRoute, Ipv4Addr

//m_downTarget (newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), m_ipv4Route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route);
-
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, newPacket, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (),

↪→ m_ipv4Route))
{

Scheduler (priority);
}

@@ -2387,9 +2399,7 @@ DsrRouting::SalvagePacket (Ptr<const Packet> packet, Ipv4Address source, Ipv4Add
//m_downTarget (p, m_mainAddress, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), m_ipv4Route);
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/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (p, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route);
-
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, p, m_mainAddress, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), m_ipv4Route))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}
@@ -2724,6 +2734,8 @@ DsrRouting::ForwardPacket (Ptr<const Packet> packet,

NS_LOG_FUNCTION (this << packet << sourceRoute << source << nextHop << targetAddress << (uint32_t)protocol <<
↪→ route);

NS_ASSERT_MSG (!m_downTarget.IsNull (), "Error, DsrRouting cannot send downward");

+ std::cout << "DsrRouting forward: time: " << Simulator::Now().GetSeconds() << " size: " << packet->GetSize() << "
↪→ path: " << sourceRoute << std::endl;

+
DsrRoutingHeader dsrRoutingHeader;
dsrRoutingHeader.SetNextHeader (protocol);
dsrRoutingHeader.SetMessageType (2);

@@ -3156,8 +3168,7 @@ DsrRouting::SendRequest (Ptr<Packet> packet,
//m_downTarget (packet, source, m_broadcast, GetProtocolNumber (), 0);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (packet, source, m_broadcast, Simulator::Now (), 0);
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, packet, source, m_broadcast, Simulator::Now (), 0))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}
@@ -3262,8 +3273,7 @@ DsrRouting::SendReply (Ptr<Packet> packet,

//m_downTarget (packet, source, nextHop, GetProtocolNumber (), route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (packet, source, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), route);
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, packet, source, nextHop, Simulator::Now (), route))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}
@@ -3339,8 +3349,7 @@ DsrRouting::SendAck (uint16_t ackId,

//m_downTarget (packet, m_mainAddress, destination, GetProtocolNumber (), route);

/// \todo New DsrNetworkQueueEntry
- DsrNetworkQueueEntry newEntry (packet, m_mainAddress, destination, Simulator::Now (), route);
- if (dsrNetworkQueue->Enqueue (newEntry))
+ if (EnqueuePacket(dsrNetworkQueue, packet, m_mainAddress, destination, Simulator::Now (), route))

{
Scheduler (priority);

}

A.1.8 src/dsr/model/dsr-routing.h

@@ -563,6 +563,16 @@ public:
*/
int64_t AssignStreams (int64_t stream);

+ uint64_t GetProtocolOfferedLoadSent() const
+ {
+ return m_protocolOfferedLoadSent;
+ }
+
+ static std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>& GetSentPackets()
+ {
+ return m_sentPackets;
+ }
+
protected:

/*
* * This function will notify other components connected to the node that a new stack member is now connected

@@ -603,6 +613,9 @@ private:

*/
bool PromiscReceive (Ptr<NetDevice> device, Ptr<const Packet> packet, uint16_t protocol, const Address &from,

const Address &to, NetDevice::PacketType packetType);
+
+ bool EnqueuePacket(Ptr<dsr::DsrNetworkQueue> dsrNetworkQueue, Ptr<Packet> packet, Ipv4Address source, Ipv4Address

↪→ destination, Time t, Ptr<Ipv4Route> route);
+

/**
* \brief Define the list to hold DSR options.

*/
@@ -765,6 +778,10 @@ private:

std::map <std::string, uint32_t> m_macToNodeIdMap; ///< The map of mac address to node id

Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> m_uniformRandomVariable; ///< Provides uniform random variables.
+
+ uint64_t m_protocolOfferedLoadSent;
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+
+ static std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t> m_sentPackets;
};
} /* namespace dsr */
} /* namespace ns3 */

A.1.9 src/internet/model/ipv4-l3-protocol.cc

@@ -45,6 +45,7 @@ namespace ns3 {
NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("Ipv4L3Protocol");

const uint16_t Ipv4L3Protocol::PROT_NUMBER = 0x0800;
+std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t> Ipv4L3Protocol::protocolOfferedLoadSentMap;

NS_OBJECT_ENSURE_REGISTERED (Ipv4L3Protocol);

@@ -617,6 +618,15 @@ Ipv4L3Protocol::Send (Ptr<Packet> packet,
{

NS_LOG_FUNCTION (this << packet << source << destination << uint32_t (protocol) << route);

+ uint32_t packetSize = packet->GetSize();
+ std::cout << "Ipv4L3Protocol sent: " << Simulator::Now().GetSeconds() << " " << packetSize << " " << source << " "

↪→ << destination << std::endl;
+ if (protocolOfferedLoadSentMap.find(packetSize) == protocolOfferedLoadSentMap.end())
+ {
+ protocolOfferedLoadSentMap[packetSize] = 0;
+ }
+ protocolOfferedLoadSentMap[packetSize]++;
+
+

Ipv4Header ipHeader;
bool mayFragment = true;
uint8_t ttl = m_defaultTtl;

@@ -907,10 +917,13 @@ Ipv4L3Protocol::IpForward (Ptr<Ipv4Route> rtentry, Ptr<const Packet> p, const Ip
{

NS_LOG_FUNCTION (this << rtentry << p << header);
NS_LOG_LOGIC ("Forwarding logic for node: " << m_node->GetId ());

+
+ int32_t interface = GetInterfaceForDevice (rtentry->GetOutputDevice ());
+ uint32_t packetSize = p->GetSize();
+

// Forwarding
Ipv4Header ipHeader = header;
Ptr<Packet> packet = p->Copy ();

- int32_t interface = GetInterfaceForDevice (rtentry->GetOutputDevice ());
ipHeader.SetTtl (ipHeader.GetTtl () - 1);
if (ipHeader.GetTtl () == 0)
{

@@ -927,6 +940,7 @@ Ipv4L3Protocol::IpForward (Ptr<Ipv4Route> rtentry, Ptr<const Packet> p, const Ip
return;

}
m_unicastForwardTrace (ipHeader, packet, interface);

+ std::cout << "Ipv4L3Protocol forwarded: " << Simulator::Now().GetSeconds() << " " << packetSize << " " << rtentry->
↪→ GetSource() << " " << rtentry->GetDestination() << " "<< header.GetSource()<< " "<< header.GetDestination()
↪→ << std::endl;

SendRealOut (rtentry, packet, ipHeader);
}

A.1.10 src/internet/model/ipv4-l3-protocol.h

@@ -275,6 +275,11 @@ public:
DropReason reason, Ptr<Ipv4> ipv4,
uint32_t interface);

+ static std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>& GetProtocolOfferedLoadSentMap()
+ {
+ return protocolOfferedLoadSentMap;
+ }
+
protected:

virtual void DoDispose (void);
@@ -540,6 +545,8 @@ private:

Time m_fragmentExpirationTimeout; //!< Expiration timeout
MapFragmentsTimers_t m_fragmentsTimers; //!< Expiration events.

+ // Key: packet size, value: count
+ static std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t> protocolOfferedLoadSentMap;
};

} // Namespace ns3
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A.1.11 src/mobility/wscript

@@ -8,6 +8,7 @@ def build(bld):
’model/constant-position-mobility-model.cc’,
’model/constant-velocity-helper.cc’,
’model/constant-velocity-mobility-model.cc’,

+ ’model/foi-random-walk-mobility-model.cc’,
’model/gauss-markov-mobility-model.cc’,
’model/geographic-positions.cc’,
’model/hierarchical-mobility-model.cc’,

@@ -43,6 +44,7 @@ def build(bld):
’model/constant-position-mobility-model.h’,
’model/constant-velocity-helper.h’,
’model/constant-velocity-mobility-model.h’,

+ ’model/foi-random-walk-mobility-model.h’,
’model/gauss-markov-mobility-model.h’,
’model/geographic-positions.h’,
’model/hierarchical-mobility-model.h’,

A.1.12 src/olsr/model/olsr-routing-protocol.cc

@@ -156,11 +156,11 @@ RoutingProtocol::GetTypeId (void)
.SetGroupName ("Olsr")
.AddConstructor<RoutingProtocol> ()
.AddAttribute ("HelloInterval", "HELLO messages emission interval.",

- TimeValue (Seconds (2)),
+ TimeValue (Seconds (20)),

MakeTimeAccessor (&RoutingProtocol::m_helloInterval),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("TcInterval", "TC messages emission interval.",
- TimeValue (Seconds (5)),
+ TimeValue (Seconds (50)),

MakeTimeAccessor (&RoutingProtocol::m_tcInterval),
MakeTimeChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("MidInterval", "MID messages emission interval. Normally it is equal to TcInterval.",

A.1.13 src/wifi/model/nist-error-rate-model.cc

@@ -329,7 +329,25 @@ NistErrorRateModel::GetChunkSuccessRate (WifiMode mode, WifiTxVector txVector, d
}

else if (mode.GetModulationClass () == WIFI_MOD_CLASS_DSSS || mode.GetModulationClass () == WIFI_MOD_CLASS_HR_DSSS)
{

- switch (mode.GetDataRate (20, 0, 1))
+ int dataRate = mode.GetDataRate (20, 0, 1);
+ if (dataRate <= 1000000)
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDbpskSuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+ else if (dataRate < 5500000)
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDqpskSuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+ else if (dataRate < 11000000)
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDqpskCck5_5SuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+ else
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDqpskCck11SuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+
+ switch (dataRate)

{
case 1000000:
return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDbpskSuccessRate (snr, nbits);

A.1.14 src/wifi/model/wifi-mac.cc

@@ -22,6 +22,7 @@
#include "dcf.h"
#include "ns3/uinteger.h"
#include "ns3/trace-source-accessor.h"
+#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"
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namespace ns3 {

@@ -338,12 +339,14 @@ WifiMac::Configure80211a (void)
void
WifiMac::Configure80211b (void)
{

- SetSifs (MicroSeconds (10));
- SetSlot (MicroSeconds (20));
- SetEifsNoDifs (MicroSeconds (10 + 304));
- SetPifs (MicroSeconds (10 + 20));
- SetCtsTimeout (MicroSeconds (10 + 304 + 20 + GetDefaultMaxPropagationDelay ().GetMicroSeconds () * 2));
- SetAckTimeout (MicroSeconds (10 + 304 + 20 + GetDefaultMaxPropagationDelay ().GetMicroSeconds () * 2));
+ // DIFS = SIFS + 2 * SLOT TIME
+ SetSifs (MicroSeconds (10)); // Time required for station to sense end of frame, start transmitting, and beginning

↪→ of frame to propagate to others
+ SetSlot (MicroSeconds (20)); // Time required for station to sense end of frame and start transmitting
+ SetEifsNoDifs (MicroSeconds (10 + 304)); // EIFS = aSIFSTime + (8 x ACKSize) + aPreambleLength + aPLCPHeaderLngth +

↪→ DIFS
+ SetPifs (MicroSeconds (10 + 20)); // PIFS = SIFS + Slot time
+ int timeoutFactor = 1000000 / DataRateHelper::GetDataRate() * 2;
+ SetCtsTimeout (MicroSeconds ((10 + 304 + 20 + GetDefaultMaxPropagationDelay ().GetMicroSeconds () * 2) *

↪→ timeoutFactor));
+ SetAckTimeout (MicroSeconds ((10 + 304 + 20 + GetDefaultMaxPropagationDelay ().GetMicroSeconds () * 2) *

↪→ timeoutFactor));
}

void

A.1.15 src/wifi/model/wifi-mode.cc

@@ -23,6 +23,7 @@
#include "ns3/simulator.h"
#include "ns3/assert.h"
#include "ns3/log.h"

+#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"
#include <cmath>

namespace ns3 {
@@ -109,6 +110,8 @@ WifiMode::GetDataRate (uint32_t channelWidth, bool isShortGuardInterval, uint8_t

if (item->modClass == WIFI_MOD_CLASS_DSSS)
{
dataRate = (11000000 / 11) * log2 (GetConstellationSize (1));

+ if (DataRateHelper::GetDataRate() != 0)
+ dataRate = DataRateHelper::GetDataRate();

}
else if (item->modClass == WIFI_MOD_CLASS_HR_DSSS)
{

A.1.16 src/wifi/model/wifi-phy.cc

@@ -31,6 +31,7 @@
#include "ns3/uinteger.h"
#include "ns3/enum.h"
#include "ns3/trace-source-accessor.h"

+#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"
#include <cmath>

namespace ns3 {
@@ -262,6 +263,8 @@ WifiPhy::GetPlcpHeaderMode (WifiMode payloadMode, WifiPreamble preamble, WifiTxV

return WifiPhy::GetErpOfdmRate6Mbps ();
case WIFI_MOD_CLASS_DSSS:
case WIFI_MOD_CLASS_HR_DSSS:

+ if (DataRateHelper::GetDataRate() != 0)
+ return WifiPhy::GetDsssRate2_4kbps ();

if (preamble == WIFI_PREAMBLE_LONG)
{
//(Section 16.2.3 "PLCP field definitions" and Section 17.2.2.2 "Long PPDU format"; IEEE Std 802.11-2012)

@@ -661,6 +664,18 @@ WifiPhy::NotifyMonitorSniffTx (Ptr<const Packet> packet, uint16_t channelFreqMhz
// Clause 15 rates (DSSS)

WifiMode
+WifiPhy::GetDsssRate2_4kbps ()
+{
+ static WifiMode mode =
+ WifiModeFactory::CreateWifiMode ("DsssRate2_4kbps",
+ WIFI_MOD_CLASS_DSSS,
+ true,
+ WIFI_CODE_RATE_UNDEFINED,
+ 2);
+ return mode;
+}
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+
+WifiMode
WifiPhy::GetDsssRate1Mbps ()
{

static WifiMode mode =
@@ -1480,6 +1495,7 @@ static class Constructor
public:

Constructor ()
{

+ ns3::WifiPhy::GetDsssRate2_4kbps ();
ns3::WifiPhy::GetDsssRate1Mbps ();
ns3::WifiPhy::GetDsssRate2Mbps ();
ns3::WifiPhy::GetDsssRate5_5Mbps ();

A.1.17 src/wifi/model/wifi-phy.h

@@ -547,6 +547,8 @@ public:
*/

virtual Ptr<WifiChannel> GetChannel (void) const = 0;

+ static WifiMode GetDsssRate2_4kbps ();
+

/**
* Return a WifiMode for DSSS at 1Mbps.

*

A.1.18 src/wifi/model/yans-error-rate-model.cc

@@ -325,7 +325,25 @@ YansErrorRateModel::GetChunkSuccessRate (WifiMode mode, WifiTxVector txVector, d
}

else if (mode.GetModulationClass () == WIFI_MOD_CLASS_DSSS || mode.GetModulationClass () == WIFI_MOD_CLASS_HR_DSSS)
{

- switch (mode.GetDataRate (20, 0, 1))
+ int dataRate = mode.GetDataRate (20, 0, 1);
+ if (dataRate <= 1000000)
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDbpskSuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+ else if (dataRate < 5500000)
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDqpskSuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+ else if (dataRate < 11000000)
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDqpskCck5_5SuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+ else
+ {
+ return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDqpskCck11SuccessRate (snr, nbits);
+ }
+
+ switch (dataRate)

{
case 1000000:
return DsssErrorRateModel::GetDsssDbpskSuccessRate (snr, nbits);

A.1.19 src/wifi/model/yans-wifi-channel.cc

@@ -83,6 +83,16 @@ YansWifiChannel::Send (Ptr<YansWifiPhy> sender, Ptr<const Packet> packet, double
{

Ptr<MobilityModel> senderMobility = sender->GetMobility ()->GetObject<MobilityModel> ();
NS_ASSERT (senderMobility != 0);

+
+ uint32_t senderIndex = 0;
+ for (PhyList::const_iterator i = m_phyList.begin (); i != m_phyList.end (); i++, senderIndex++)
+ {
+ if (sender == (*i))
+ {
+ break;
+ }
+ }
+

uint32_t j = 0;
for (PhyList::const_iterator i = m_phyList.begin (); i != m_phyList.end (); i++, j++)
{
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@@ -117,6 +127,7 @@ YansWifiChannel::Send (Ptr<YansWifiPhy> sender, Ptr<const Packet> packet, double
parameters.duration = duration;
parameters.txVector = txVector;
parameters.preamble = preamble;

+ parameters.senderIndex = senderIndex;

Simulator::ScheduleWithContext (dstNode,
delay, &YansWifiChannel::Receive, this,

@@ -128,7 +139,7 @@ YansWifiChannel::Send (Ptr<YansWifiPhy> sender, Ptr<const Packet> packet, double
void
YansWifiChannel::Receive (uint32_t i, Ptr<Packet> packet, struct Parameters parameters) const
{

- m_phyList[i]->StartReceivePreambleAndHeader (packet, parameters.rxPowerDbm, parameters.txVector, parameters.
↪→ preamble, parameters.aMpdu, parameters.duration);

+ m_phyList[i]->StartReceivePreambleAndHeader (packet, parameters.rxPowerDbm, parameters.txVector, parameters.
↪→ preamble, parameters.aMpdu, parameters.duration, parameters.senderIndex, i);

}

uint32_t

A.1.20 src/wifi/model/yans-wifi-channel.h

@@ -44,6 +44,7 @@ struct Parameters
Time duration;
WifiTxVector txVector;
WifiPreamble preamble;

+ uint32_t senderIndex;
};

/**

A.1.21 src/wifi/model/yans-wifi-phy.cc

@@ -43,6 +43,8 @@

namespace ns3 {

+std::map<std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>, bool> YansWifiPhy::m_connections;
+
NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("YansWifiPhy");

NS_OBJECT_ENSURE_REGISTERED (YansWifiPhy);
@@ -566,7 +568,10 @@ YansWifiPhy::StartReceivePreambleAndHeader (Ptr<Packet> packet,

double rxPowerDbm,
WifiTxVector txVector,
enum WifiPreamble preamble,

- struct mpduInfo aMpdu, Time rxDuration)
+ struct mpduInfo aMpdu, Time rxDuration,
+ uint32_t senderIndex,
+ uint32_t i)
+
{

//This function should be later split to check separately whether plcp preamble and plcp header can be successfully
↪→ received.

//Note: plcp preamble reception is not yet modeled.
@@ -667,7 +672,10 @@ YansWifiPhy::StartReceivePreambleAndHeader (Ptr<Packet> packet,

m_mpdusNum = 0;
}

+ std::cout << "YansWifiPhy sent: " << Simulator::Now().GetSeconds() << " " << packet->GetSize() << " " <<
↪→ senderIndex << " " << i << ’\n’;

NS_LOG_DEBUG ("sync to signal (power=" << rxPowerW << "W)");
+ m_connections[std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>(senderIndex, i)] = true;
+ m_connections[std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>(i, senderIndex)] = true;

//sync to signal
m_state->SwitchToRx (rxDuration);
NS_ASSERT (m_endPlcpRxEvent.IsExpired ());

@@ -687,8 +695,11 @@ YansWifiPhy::StartReceivePreambleAndHeader (Ptr<Packet> packet,
}

else
{

+ std::cout << "YansWifiPhy dropped: " << Simulator::Now().GetSeconds() << " " << packet->GetSize() << " " <<
↪→ senderIndex << " " << i << ’\n’;

NS_LOG_DEBUG ("drop packet because signal power too Small (" <<
rxPowerW << "<" << m_edThresholdW << ")");

+ m_connections[std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>(senderIndex, i)] = false;
+ m_connections[std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>(i, senderIndex)] = false;

NotifyRxDrop (packet);
m_plcpSuccess = false;
goto maybeCcaBusy;

@@ -869,6 +880,7 @@ YansWifiPhy::Configure80211b (void)
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m_channelStartingFrequency = 2407; //2.407 GHz
SetChannelWidth (22); //22 MHz

+ m_deviceRateSet.push_back (WifiPhy::GetDsssRate2_4kbps ());
m_deviceRateSet.push_back (WifiPhy::GetDsssRate1Mbps ());
m_deviceRateSet.push_back (WifiPhy::GetDsssRate2Mbps ());
m_deviceRateSet.push_back (WifiPhy::GetDsssRate5_5Mbps ());

A.1.22 src/wifi/model/yans-wifi-phy.h

@@ -24,6 +24,7 @@
#define YANS_WIFI_PHY_H

#include <stdint.h>
+#include <map>
#include "ns3/callback.h"
#include "ns3/event-id.h"
#include "ns3/packet.h"
@@ -100,6 +101,11 @@ public:

*/
double GetChannelFrequencyMhz () const;

+ static bool IsConnected(uint32_t src, uint32_t dst)
+ {
+ return m_connections[std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>(src, dst)];
+ }
+

/**
* Starting receiving the plcp of a packet (i.e. the first bit of the preamble has arrived).

*
@@ -116,7 +122,10 @@ public:

WifiTxVector txVector,
WifiPreamble preamble,
struct mpduInfo aMpdu,

- Time rxDuration);
+ Time rxDuration,
+ uint32_t senderIndex,
+ uint32_t i);
+

/**
* Starting receiving the payload of a packet (i.e. the first bit of the packet has arrived).

*
@@ -580,6 +589,8 @@ private:

Time m_channelSwitchDelay; //!< Time required to switch between channel
uint16_t m_mpdusNum; //!< carries the number of expected mpdus that are part of an A-MPDU
bool m_plcpSuccess; //!< Flag if the PLCP of the packet or the first MPDU in an A-MPDU has been

↪→ received
+
+ static std::map<std::pair<uint32_t, uint32_t>, bool> m_connections;
};

} //namespace ns3

A.1.23 src/wifi/wscript

@@ -3,6 +3,7 @@
def build(bld):

obj = bld.create_ns3_module(’wifi’, [’network’, ’internet’, ’applications’, ’propagation’, ’energy’])
obj.source = [

+ ’model/data-rate-helper.cc’,
’model/wifi-information-element.cc’,
’model/wifi-information-element-vector.cc’,
’model/wifi-channel.cc’,

@@ -95,6 +96,7 @@ def build(bld):
headers = bld(features=’ns3header’)
headers.module = ’wifi’
headers.source = [

+ ’model/data-rate-helper.h’,
’model/wifi-information-element.h’,
’model/wifi-information-element-vector.h’,
’model/wifi-net-device.h’,
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A.2 Additions

In this section, the contents of the files added to ns-3 are listed. Other programs
that were used in this study are listed as well.

A.2.1 collect_data.py

#!/usr/bin/python3

import sys, getopt

NODES = 20

nodeData = []

inFlightPackets = {}
packetsTraced = 0
suboptimalPackets = 0
totalJumps = 0
extraJumps = 0

class Base:

def __init__(self):
self.action = ’’
self.time = 0.0
self.size = 0
self.fromId = -1
self.toId = -1

class Ipv4L3ProtocolStruct(Base):
def __init__(self):

Base.__init__(self)
self.currentSrcId = -1
self.currentDstId = -1

def __str__(self):
return ’Ipv4L3ProtocolStruct: action: ’ + self.action + ’ time: ’ + str(self.time) + ’ size: ’ + str(

↪→ self.size) + ’ fromId: ’ + str(self.fromId) + ’ toId: ’ + str(self.toId) + ’ currentSrcId: ’
↪→ + str(self.currentSrcId) + ’ currentDstId: ’ + str(self.currentDstId)

class YansWifiStruct(Base):
def __init__(self):

Base.__init__(self)
self.power = 0

def __str__(self):
return ’YansWifiStruct: action: ’ + self.action + ’ time: ’ + str(self.time) + ’ size: ’ + str(self.

↪→ size) + ’ fromId: ’ + str(self.fromId) + ’ toId: ’ + str(self.toId) + ’ power: ’ + str(self.
↪→ power)

class MyTestStruct(Base):
def __init__(self):

Base.__init__(self)

def __str__(self):
return ’MyTestStruct: action: ’ + self.action + ’ time: ’ + str(self.time) + ’ size: ’ + str(self.size

↪→ ) + ’ fromId: ’ + str(self.fromId) + ’ toId: ’ + str(self.toId)

class DsrRoutingStruct:

def __init__(self):
self.action = ’’
self.time = 0.0
self.size = 0
self.path = []

def __str__(self):
s = ’DsrRoutingStruct: action: ’ + self.action + ’ time: ’ + str(self.time) + ’ size: ’ + str(self.

↪→ size) + ’ path: ’
for p in self.path:

s += str(p)
s += ’, ’

return s

class Node:

def __init__(self):
self.cur_neighbors = dict()
self.distance = 0
self.parent = None

def __str__(self):
s = ’Node: cur_neighbors: ’
for key, val in self.cur_neighbors.items():
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if val:
s += str(key)
s += ’, ’

return s

class Packet(Base):

def __init__(self):
Base.__init__(self)
self.jumps = -1
self.lastForwardTime = -0.1

def __str__(self):
return ’Packet: time: ’ + str(self.time) + ’ size: ’ + str(self.size) + ’ fromId: ’ + str(self.fromId)

↪→ + ’ toId: ’ + str(self.toId) + ’ jumps: ’ + str(self.jumps) + ’ lastForwardTime: ’ + str(
↪→ self.lastForwardTime)

def NodeIdFromIp(ip):
return int(ip.split(’.’)[3]) - 1

def main(argv):
if len(argv) != 2:

print(’Usage:’, argv[0], ’<input file>’)
exit(0)

input_file = argv[1]
print(’input file:’, input_file)

for i in range(0, NODES):
nodeData.append(Node())

number = 0
with open(input_file) as file:

for line in file:
number += 1
compute(line, number)
if number % 100000 == 0:

split = line.split(’ ’);
if ’time:’ in line and len(split) >= 4:

sys.stderr.write(line.split()[3])
sys.stderr.write(’\n’)

print(’Packets traced:’, packetsTraced)
print(’Suboptimal packets:’, suboptimalPackets)
print(’Extra jumps:’, extraJumps)
print(’Total jumps:’, totalJumps)
if totalJumps == 0:

print(’Routing optimality ratio: 1.0’)
else:

print(’Routing optimality ratio:’, totalJumps / (totalJumps + extraJumps))

def process_line(line, number):
if line.startswith(’YansWifiPhy’):

return process_wifi_line(line, number)
elif line.startswith(’Ipv4L3Protocol’):

return process_ipv4l3_line(line, number)
elif line.startswith(’mytest’):

return process_mytest_line(line, number)
elif line.startswith(’DsrRouting’):

return process_dsr_routing_line(line, number)

def process_wifi_line(line, number):
split_str = line.split()
if len(split_str) != 6:

raise Exception(’YansWifiPhy: Wrong line size, was ’ + str(len(split_str)) + ’ at line ’ + str(number)
↪→ )

y = YansWifiStruct()
y.action = split_str[1][:-1]
y.time = float(split_str[2])
y.size = int(split_str[3])
y.fromId = int(split_str[4])
y.toId = int(split_str[5])
y.power = 0.0
return y

def process_ipv4l3_line(line, number):
split_str = line.split()
if len(split_str) != 6 and len(split_str) != 8:

raise Exception(’Ipv4L3Protocol: Wrong line size, was ’ + str(len(split_str)) + ’ at line ’ + str(
↪→ number))

y = Ipv4L3ProtocolStruct()
y.action = split_str[1][:-1]
y.time = float(split_str[2])
y.size = int(split_str[3])
y.fromId = NodeIdFromIp(split_str[4])
y.toId = NodeIdFromIp(split_str[5])
if y.action == ’forwarded’:

y.currentSrcId = NodeIdFromIp(split_str[6])
y.currentDstId = NodeIdFromIp(split_str[7])

else:
y.currentSrcId == y.fromId
y.currentDstId == y.toId
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return y

def process_mytest_line(line, number):
split_str = line.split()
if len(split_str) != 6:

raise Exception(’MyTest: Wrong line size, was ’ + str(len(split_str)) + ’ at line ’ + str(number))
y = MyTestStruct()
y.action = split_str[1][:-1]
y.time = float(split_str[2])
y.size = int(split_str[3])
y.fromId = NodeIdFromIp(split_str[4])
y.toId = int(split_str[5])
return y

def process_dsr_routing_line(line, number):
split_str = line.split()
if len(split_str) < 17:

raise Exception(’DsrRouting: Wrong line size, was ’ + str(len(split_str)) + ’ at line ’ + str(number))
y = DsrRoutingStruct()
y.action = split_str[1][:-1]
y.time = float(split_str[3])
y.size = int(split_str[5]) - 8
for i in range(13, len(split_str) - 1):

y.path.append(NodeIdFromIp(split_str[i]))
return y

def compute(line, number):

global packetsTraced
global suboptimalPackets
global extraJumps
global totalJumps

event = process_line(line, number)

if isinstance(event, YansWifiStruct):
n1 = nodeData[event.fromId]
n2 = nodeData[event.toId]
if event.action == ’sent’:

n1.cur_neighbors[event.toId] = True
n2.cur_neighbors[event.fromId] = True

elif event.action == ’dropped’:
n1.cur_neighbors[event.toId] = False
n2.cur_neighbors[event.fromId] = False

elif isinstance(event, Ipv4L3ProtocolStruct):
if event.action == ’sent’ and event.toId != 254:

try:
p = inFlightPackets[(event.fromId, event.toId)]

except KeyError:
p = Packet()
inFlightPackets[(event.fromId, event.toId)] = p

if p.lastForwardTime != event.time:
p.time = event.time
p.size = event.size
p.fromId = event.fromId
p.toId = event.toId
p.jumps = 0

elif event.action == ’forwarded’:
try:

p = inFlightPackets[(event.currentSrcId, event.toId)]
if event.size == p.size and event.currentSrcId == p.fromId and event.toId == p.toId:

if p.lastForwardTime != event.time:
p.jumps += 1

p.lastForwardTime = event.time
except KeyError:

pass
elif isinstance(event, DsrRoutingStruct):

if event.action == ’forward’:
try:

p = inFlightPackets[(event.path[0], event.path[-1])]
p.time = event.time
p.size = event.size
p.fromId = event.path[0]
p.toId = event.path[-1]
p.jumps = len(event.path) - 2
p.lastForwardTime = event.time

except KeyError:
pass

elif isinstance(event, MyTestStruct):
try:

p = inFlightPackets[(event.fromId, event.toId)]
if p.fromId == event.fromId and p.toId == event.toId:

packetsTraced += 1
p.jumps += 1
totalJumps += p.jumps
BFS(nodeData[event.fromId])
opt_jumps = nodeData[event.toId].distance
if p.jumps > opt_jumps:

#print(p, ’optimal jumps:’, opt_jumps, ’arrived:’, event.time)
suboptimalPackets += 1
extraJumps += p.jumps - opt_jumps
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inFlightPackets.pop((event.fromId, event.toId), None)
else:

pass
except KeyError:

pass

def BFS(root):

for n in nodeData:
n.distance = sys.maxsize
n.parent = None

Q = []

root.distance = 0
Q.append(root)

while len(Q) != 0:
current = Q.pop()

for key, val in current.cur_neighbors.items():
if val:

n = nodeData[key]
if n.distance == sys.maxsize:

n.distance = current.distance + 1
n.parent = current
Q.append(n)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main(sys.argv)

A.2.2 run_simulations_common.py

def build_file_param_str(param_names, param_values):
s = ’’
for i in range(len(param_names)):

if i != 0:
s += ’_’

s += param_names[i][2:]
s += ’-’
if isinstance(param_values[i], list):

s += ’[’
s += ’,’.join(param_values[i])
s += ’]’

else:
s += str(param_values[i])

return s

def build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index):
s = ’’
for i in range(len(param_names)):

s += param_names[i]
s += ’=’
if isinstance(param_values[i], list):

s += param_values[i][param_index]
else:

s += param_values[i]
if i != len(param_names) - 1:

s += ’ ’
return s

A.2.3 run_simulations_interference.py

#!/usr/bin/python3

import sys, subprocess, time, numpy, os, atexit
from run_simulations_common import build_file_param_str, build_waf_param_str

FILE_NAME_BASE = ’results/run-simulations_increase-nodes’
file1 = ’’
file2 = ’’

def main(argv):
if len(argv) < 3 or len(argv) % 2 != 1:

print(’Usage:’, argv[0], ’<param name 1>’, ’<param value(s) 1>’, ’...’)
exit(0)

atexit.register(exit_handler)
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protocol_indices = argv[1][1:-1].split(’,’)

runs = int(argv[2])

param_names = []
param_values = []
for i in range(1, len(argv), 2):

param_names.append(argv[i])
if argv[i+1][0] == ’[’ and argv[i+1][-1] == ’]’:

param_values.append(argv[i+1][1:-1].split(’,’))
else:

param_values.append(argv[i+1])

for param_name in param_names:
if param_name[:2] != ’--’:

print(’Error: Argument <param name> (\’’ + param_name + ’\’) must start with \’--\’’)
exit(1)

for param_values_sub in param_values:
if isinstance(param_values_sub, list):

# Check that parameters are strictly increasing
try:

last_fval = -123456789
for val in param_values_sub:

fval = float(val)
if fval < last_fval:

print(’Error: Parameter value from {0} to {1} is not strictly
↪→ increasing’.format(last_fval, fval))

exit(1)
last_fval = fval

except ValueError:
pass

param_values_len = -1
for param_value in param_values:

if isinstance(param_value, list):
if param_values_len == -1:

param_values_len = len(param_value)
elif len(param_value) != param_values_len:

print(’Error: All parameter value lists must be the same length’)
exit(1)

if param_values_len == -1:
print(’Error: Some parameter must vary’)
exit(1)

packet_delivery_ratios = []

exec_times = []

for param_index in range(param_values_len):

runs_left = param_values_len - param_index
time_now_str = time.strftime(’%H:%M:%S’)
waf_param_str = build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index)
if len(exec_times) == 0:

print(’{0}: Executing run for parameter(s) {1}. Runs left: {2}.’.format(time_now_str,
↪→ waf_param_str, runs_left))

else:
time_left_s = int(runs_left * numpy.mean(exec_times[-5:]))
time_left_m, time_left_s = divmod(time_left_s, 60)
time_left_h, time_left_m = divmod(time_left_m, 60)
print(’{0}: Executing run for parameter(s) {1}. Runs left: {2}. Estimated time left: {3} h,

↪→ {4} m, {5} s.’.format(time_now_str, waf_param_str, runs_left, time_left_h,
↪→ time_left_m, time_left_s))

start_time = time.time()
packet_delivery_ratios.append(run_simulation(param_index, waf_param_str, FILE_NAME_BASE + ’_tmp.txt’))

exec_times.append(time.time() - start_time)

save_information(param_names, param_values, param_values_len, FILE_NAME_BASE, packet_delivery_ratios)

def save_information(param_names, param_values, param_values_len, file_param_str, packet_delivery_ratios):
file_name = FILE_NAME_BASE + ’.txt’
f = open(file_name, ’w’)

f.write(’Parameter names: {0}\n’.format(’;’.join(map(lambda x: x[2:], param_names))))
f.write(’Parameter values: {0}\n’.format(’;’.join(map(lambda x: ’[’ + ’,’.join(x) + ’]’ if isinstance(x, list)

↪→ else x, param_values))))

f.write(’,’.join(map(str, packet_delivery_ratios)) + ’\n’)

for param_index in range(param_values_len):
f.write(’{0}\n’.format(build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index)))

f.close()

print(’{0}: Wrote to {1}’.format(time.strftime(’%H:%M:%S’), file_name))
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def run_simulation(param_index, param_str, fil):
out = open(fil, ’w’)
ret = subprocess.call([’./waf’, ’--run’, ’mytest_interference {0}’.format(param_str)], stdout=out)
if ret != 0:

print(’Error: When executing ./waf’)
exit(1)

tail = subprocess.check_output([’tail’, fil]).decode(’utf-8’)
split = tail.split(’\n’)
pdr_str = split[-2]
packet_delivery_ratio = float(pdr_str.split()[-1])

return packet_delivery_ratio

def exit_handler():
try:

os.remove(FILE_NAME_BASE + ’_tmp.txt’)
except OSError:

pass

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main(sys.argv)

A.2.4 run_simulations_main.py

#!/usr/bin/python3

import sys, subprocess, time, numpy, os, atexit
from run_simulations_common import build_file_param_str, build_waf_param_str

FILE_NAME_BASE = ’results/protocol-{0}_{1}_run-simulations’
file1 = ’’
file2 = ’’

def main(argv):
if len(argv) < 3 or len(argv) % 2 != 1:

print(’Usage:’, argv[0], ’<protocol indices>’, ’<runs>’, ’<param name 1>’, ’<param value(s) 1>’, ’...’
↪→ )

exit(0)

atexit.register(exit_handler)

protocol_indices = argv[1][1:-1].split(’,’)

runs = int(argv[2])

param_names = []
param_values = []
for i in range(3, len(argv), 2):

param_names.append(argv[i])
if argv[i+1][0] == ’[’ and argv[i+1][-1] == ’]’:

param_values.append(argv[i+1][1:-1].split(’,’))
else:

param_values.append(argv[i+1])

for param_name in param_names:
if param_name[:2] != ’--’:

print(’Error: Argument <param name> (\’’ + param_name + ’\’) must start with \’--\’’)
exit(1)

for param_values_sub in param_values:
if isinstance(param_values_sub, list):

# Check that parameters are strictly increasing
try:

last_fval = -123456789
for val in param_values_sub:

fval = float(val)
if fval < last_fval:

print(’Error: Parameter value from {0} to {1} is not strictly
↪→ increasing’.format(last_fval, fval))

exit(1)
last_fval = fval

except ValueError:
pass

param_values_len = -1
for param_value in param_values:

if isinstance(param_value, list):
if param_values_len == -1:

param_values_len = len(param_value)
elif len(param_value) != param_values_len:

print(’Error: All parameter value lists must be the same length’)
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exit(1)

if param_values_len == -1:
print(’Error: Some parameter must vary’)
exit(1)

overhead_means = []
overhead_stds = []
delivery_ratio_means = []
delivery_ratio_stds = []
optimality_means = []
optimality_stds = []

file_param_str = build_file_param_str(param_names, param_values)

global file1, file2
protocol_indices_str = ’[’ + ’,’.join(protocol_indices) + ’]’
file1 = FILE_NAME_BASE.format(protocol_indices_str, file_param_str) + ’_tmp1.txt’
file2 = FILE_NAME_BASE.format(protocol_indices_str, file_param_str) + ’_tmp2.txt’

overheads = {}
delivery_ratios = {}
optimalitys = {}

exec_times = []

for k in range(len(protocol_indices)):
protocol_index = protocol_indices[k]
overheads[protocol_index] = []
delivery_ratios[protocol_index] = []
optimalitys[protocol_index] = []
for param_index in range(param_values_len):

overheads[protocol_index].append([])
delivery_ratios[protocol_index].append([])
optimalitys[protocol_index].append([])
for run_index in range(runs):

runs_left = (len(protocol_indices) - k-1) * runs * param_values_len + (
↪→ param_values_len - param_index-1) * runs + runs - run_index

time_now_str = time.strftime(’%H:%M:%S’)
waf_param_str = build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index)
if len(exec_times) == 0:

print(’{0}: Executing run {1} out of {2} for protocol {3} and parameter(s)
↪→ {4}. Runs left: {5}.’.format(time_now_str, run_index+1, runs,
↪→ protocol_index, waf_param_str, runs_left))

else:
time_left_s = int(runs_left * numpy.mean(exec_times[-5:]))
time_left_m, time_left_s = divmod(time_left_s, 60)
time_left_h, time_left_m = divmod(time_left_m, 60)
print(’{0}: Executing run {1} out of {2} for protocol {3} and parameter(s)

↪→ {4}. Runs left: {5}. Estimated time left: {6} h, {7} m, {8} s.’.
↪→ format(time_now_str, run_index+1, runs, protocol_index,
↪→ waf_param_str, runs_left, time_left_h, time_left_m, time_left_s))

start_time = time.time()
result = run_simulation(protocol_index, run_index, param_index, waf_param_str, file1,

↪→ file2)
overheads[protocol_index][param_index].append(result[0])
delivery_ratios[protocol_index][param_index].append(result[1])
optimalitys[protocol_index][param_index].append(result[2])

exec_times.append(time.time() - start_time)

save_information(runs, protocol_indices, param_names, param_values, param_values_len, file_param_str,
↪→ overheads, delivery_ratios, optimalitys)

def save_information(runs, protocol_indices, param_names, param_values, param_values_len, file_param_str, overheads,
↪→ delivery_ratios, optimalitys):
protocol_indices_str = ’[’ + ’,’.join(protocol_indices) + ’]’
file_name = FILE_NAME_BASE.format(protocol_indices_str, file_param_str) + ’.txt’
f = open(file_name, ’w’)

f.write(’Runs per parameter: {0}\n’.format(runs))
f.write(’Parameter names: {0}\n’.format(’;’.join(map(lambda x: x[2:], param_names))))
f.write(’Parameter values: {0}\n’.format(’;’.join(map(lambda x: ’[’ + ’,’.join(x) + ’]’ if isinstance(x, list)

↪→ else x, param_values))))

for protocol_index in protocol_indices:
f.write(’Protocol: {0}\n’.format(protocol_index))

f.write(’,’.join(map(str, numpy.mean(overheads[protocol_index], axis = 1))) + ’\n’)
f.write(’,’.join(map(str, numpy.std(overheads[protocol_index], axis = 1))) + ’\n’)
f.write(’,’.join(map(str, numpy.mean(delivery_ratios[protocol_index], axis = 1))) + ’\n’)
f.write(’,’.join(map(str, numpy.std(delivery_ratios[protocol_index], axis = 1))) + ’\n’)
f.write(’,’.join(map(str, numpy.mean(optimalitys[protocol_index], axis = 1))) + ’\n’)
f.write(’,’.join(map(str, numpy.std(optimalitys[protocol_index], axis = 1))) + ’\n’)

for param_index in range(param_values_len):
f.write(’{0}\n’.format(build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index)))
f.write(’Routing Overhead,Packet Delivery Ratio,Routing Path Optimality\n’)
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for i in range(runs):
f.write(’{0},{1},{2}\n’.format(overheads[protocol_index][param_index][i],

↪→ delivery_ratios[protocol_index][param_index][i], optimalitys[protocol_index
↪→ ][param_index][i]))

f.close()

print(’{0}: Wrote to {1}’.format(time.strftime(’%H:%M:%S’), file_name))

def run_simulation(protocol_index, run_index, param_index, param_str, file1, file2):
out1 = open(file1, ’w’)
ret = subprocess.call([’./waf’, ’--run’, ’mytest_main --stream-index={0} --protocol={1} {2}’.format(run_index,

↪→ protocol_index, param_str)], stdout=out1)
if ret != 0:

print(’Error: When executing ./waf’)
exit(1)

out2 = open(file2, ’w’)
ret = subprocess.call([’./collect_data.py’, file1], stdout=out2)
if ret != 0:

print(’Error: When executing ./collect_data.py’)
exit(1)

tail1 = subprocess.check_output([’tail’, file1]).decode(’utf-8’)
split1 = tail1.split(’\n’)
overhead_str = split1[-5]
overhead = float(overhead_str.split()[-2])
delivery_ratio_str = split1[-3]
delivery_ratio = float(delivery_ratio_str.split()[-1])

tail2 = subprocess.check_output([’tail’, file2]).decode(’utf-8’)
split2 = tail2.split(’\n’)
optimality_str = split2[-2]
optimality = float(optimality_str.split()[-1])

return (overhead, delivery_ratio, optimality)

def exit_handler():
try:

os.remove(file1)
except OSError:

pass
try:

os.remove(file2)
except OSError:

pass

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main(sys.argv)

A.2.5 run_simulations_timeout-validation.py

#!/usr/bin/python3

import sys, subprocess, time, numpy, os, atexit
from run_simulations_common import build_file_param_str, build_waf_param_str

FILE_NAME_BASE = ’results/run-simulations_increase-data-rate’
file1 = ’’
file2 = ’’

def main(argv):
if len(argv) < 3 or len(argv) % 2 != 1:

print(’Usage:’, argv[0], ’<param name 1>’, ’<param value(s) 1>’, ’...’)
exit(0)

atexit.register(exit_handler)

protocol_indices = argv[1][1:-1].split(’,’)

runs = int(argv[2])

param_names = []
param_values = []
for i in range(1, len(argv), 2):

param_names.append(argv[i])
if argv[i+1][0] == ’[’ and argv[i+1][-1] == ’]’:

param_values.append(argv[i+1][1:-1].split(’,’))
else:

param_values.append(argv[i+1])

for param_name in param_names:
if param_name[:2] != ’--’:
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print(’Error: Argument <param name> (\’’ + param_name + ’\’) must start with \’--\’’)
exit(1)

for param_values_sub in param_values:
if isinstance(param_values_sub, list):

# Check that parameters are strictly increasing
try:

last_fval = -123456789
for val in param_values_sub:

fval = float(val)
if fval < last_fval:

print(’Error: Parameter value from {0} to {1} is not strictly
↪→ increasing’.format(last_fval, fval))

exit(1)
last_fval = fval

except ValueError:
pass

param_values_len = -1
for param_value in param_values:

if isinstance(param_value, list):
if param_values_len == -1:

param_values_len = len(param_value)
elif len(param_value) != param_values_len:

print(’Error: All parameter value lists must be the same length’)
exit(1)

if param_values_len == -1:
print(’Error: Some parameter must vary’)
exit(1)

packet_delivery_ratios = []

exec_times = []

for param_index in range(param_values_len):

runs_left = param_values_len - param_index
time_now_str = time.strftime(’%H:%M:%S’)
waf_param_str = build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index)
if len(exec_times) == 0:

print(’{0}: Executing run for parameter(s) {1}. Runs left: {2}.’.format(time_now_str,
↪→ waf_param_str, runs_left))

else:
time_left_s = int(runs_left * numpy.mean(exec_times[-5:]))
time_left_m, time_left_s = divmod(time_left_s, 60)
time_left_h, time_left_m = divmod(time_left_m, 60)
print(’{0}: Executing run for parameter(s) {1}. Runs left: {2}. Estimated time left: {3} h,

↪→ {4} m, {5} s.’.format(time_now_str, waf_param_str, runs_left, time_left_h,
↪→ time_left_m, time_left_s))

start_time = time.time()
packet_delivery_ratios.append(run_simulation(param_index, waf_param_str, FILE_NAME_BASE + ’_tmp.txt’))

exec_times.append(time.time() - start_time)

save_information(param_names, param_values, param_values_len, FILE_NAME_BASE, packet_delivery_ratios)

def save_information(param_names, param_values, param_values_len, file_param_str, packet_delivery_ratios):
file_name = FILE_NAME_BASE + ’.txt’
f = open(file_name, ’w’)

f.write(’Parameter names: {0}\n’.format(’;’.join(map(lambda x: x[2:], param_names))))
f.write(’Parameter values: {0}\n’.format(’;’.join(map(lambda x: ’[’ + ’,’.join(x) + ’]’ if isinstance(x, list)

↪→ else x, param_values))))

f.write(’,’.join(map(str, packet_delivery_ratios)) + ’\n’)

for param_index in range(param_values_len):
f.write(’{0}\n’.format(build_waf_param_str(param_names, param_values, param_index)))

f.close()

print(’{0}: Wrote to {1}’.format(time.strftime(’%H:%M:%S’), file_name))

def run_simulation(param_index, param_str, fil):
out = open(fil, ’w’)
ret = subprocess.call([’./waf’, ’--run’, ’mytest_timeout-validation {0}’.format(param_str)], stdout=out)
if ret != 0:

print(’Error: When executing ./waf’)
exit(1)

tail = subprocess.check_output([’tail’, fil]).decode(’utf-8’)
split = tail.split(’\n’)
pdr_str = split[-2]
packet_delivery_ratio = float(pdr_str.split()[-1])

return packet_delivery_ratio
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def exit_handler():
try:

os.remove(FILE_NAME_BASE + ’_tmp.txt’)
except OSError:

pass

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main(sys.argv)

A.2.6 scratch/mytest_interference.cc

#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include "ns3/core-module.h"
#include "ns3/network-module.h"
#include "ns3/internet-module.h"
#include "ns3/mobility-module.h"
#include "ns3/netanim-module.h"
#include "ns3/wifi-module.h"
#include "ns3/aodv-module.h"
#include "ns3/olsr-module.h"
#include "ns3/dsdv-module.h"
#include "ns3/dsr-module.h"
#include "ns3/applications-module.h"
#include "ns3/point-to-point-helper.h"
#include "ns3/flow-monitor.h"
#include "ns3/flow-monitor-helper.h"
#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"

using namespace ns3;
using namespace dsr;

NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("manet-routing-compare");

class RoutingExperiment
{
public:

RoutingExperiment ();
void Run ();

void CommandSetup (int argc, char **argv);

private:
Ptr<Socket> SetupPacketReceive (Ipv4Address addr, Ptr<Node> node);
void ReceivePacket (Ptr<Socket> socket);
void InstallOnOff(int srcIndex, int dstIndex, DataRate rate, int packetSize, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var, const

↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, OnOffHelper& onoff);
void PrintDetails();

void InstallRoutingProtocol(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes);
void SetupMobility(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes);
void SetupPacketModel(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer&

↪→ adhocInterfaces);

uint32_t m_port;
uint32_t m_totalPacketsReceived;

int m_nNodes;
double m_totalTime;
double m_txp;
int m_packetSize;
std::string m_phyMode;
int m_dataRate;

};

RoutingExperiment::RoutingExperiment ()
: m_port (9),
m_totalPacketsReceived (0),
m_nNodes(0),
m_totalTime(900),
m_txp(43),
m_packetSize(128),
m_phyMode("DsssRate2_4kbps"),
m_dataRate(10000)

{
}

void
RoutingExperiment::CommandSetup (int argc, char **argv)
{

CommandLine cmd;
cmd.AddValue ("txp", "Transmission power", m_txp);
cmd.AddValue ("total-time", "Total time", m_totalTime);

cmd.AddValue ("nodes", "Nodes", m_nNodes);
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cmd.AddValue ("phy-mode", "Physical mode", m_phyMode);
cmd.AddValue ("data-rate", "Data rate", m_dataRate);

cmd.Parse (argc, argv);
}

static inline std::string
PrintReceivedPacket (Ptr<Socket> socket, Ptr<Packet> packet)
{

SocketAddressTag tag;
bool found;
found = packet->PeekPacketTag (tag);
std::ostringstream oss;

if (found)
{

InetSocketAddress addr = InetSocketAddress::ConvertFrom (tag.GetAddress ());
oss << "mytest received: " << Simulator::Now ().GetSeconds () << " " << packet->GetSize () << " " << addr.

↪→ GetIpv4 () << " " << socket->GetNode ()->GetId ();
}
else
{

oss << " received one packet!";
}
return oss.str ();

}

void
RoutingExperiment::ReceivePacket (Ptr<Socket> socket)
{

Ptr<Packet> packet;
while ((packet = socket->Recv ()))
{

m_totalPacketsReceived += 1;
}

}

Ptr<Socket>
RoutingExperiment::SetupPacketReceive (Ipv4Address addr, Ptr<Node> node)
{

TypeId tid = TypeId::LookupByName ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory");
Ptr<Socket> sink = Socket::CreateSocket (node, tid);
InetSocketAddress local = InetSocketAddress (addr, m_port);
sink->Bind (local);
sink->SetRecvCallback (MakeCallback (&RoutingExperiment::ReceivePacket, this));

return sink;
}

void RoutingExperiment::SetupMobility(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes)
{

MobilityHelper mobility;
Ptr<ListPositionAllocator> positionAlloc = CreateObject<ListPositionAllocator> ();
for (int i = 0; i < 2 * m_nNodes; i++)
{

positionAlloc->Add (Vector (i, 0.0, 0.0));
}
mobility.SetPositionAllocator (positionAlloc);
mobility.SetMobilityModel ("ns3::ConstantPositionMobilityModel");

mobility.Install (adhocNodes);
}

void RoutingExperiment::SetupPacketModel(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const
↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces)

{
Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var = CreateObject<UniformRandomVariable> ();

for (int i = 0; i < 2 * m_nNodes; i += 2)
{
InstallOnOff(i, i + 1, DataRate(m_dataRate), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);
}

}

void RoutingExperiment::InstallRoutingProtocol(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes)
{

InternetStackHelper internet;

internet.Install (adhocNodes);
}

int
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{

RoutingExperiment experiment;
experiment.CommandSetup (argc,argv);

experiment.Run ();
}

void
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RoutingExperiment::InstallOnOff(int srcIndex, int dstIndex, DataRate rate, int packetSize, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable>
↪→ var, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, OnOffHelper& onoff)

{
std::cout << "InstallOnOff from " << srcIndex << " to " << dstIndex << std::endl;

AddressValue remoteAddress (InetSocketAddress (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (dstIndex), m_port));
onoff.SetAttribute ("Remote", remoteAddress);
onoff.SetConstantRate(rate, packetSize);

ApplicationContainer temp = onoff.Install (adhocNodes.Get (srcIndex));
temp.Start (Seconds (var->GetValue (20.0, 21.0)));
temp.Stop (Seconds (m_totalTime));

SetupPacketReceive (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (dstIndex), adhocNodes.Get (dstIndex));
}

void
RoutingExperiment::PrintDetails()
{

std::cout << "Nodes: " << m_nNodes << std::endl;
std::cout << "Total time: " << m_totalTime << " s with 20 s upstart time" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Packet size: " << m_packetSize << " B (" << m_packetSize * 8 << " b)" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Physical WiFi mode: " << m_phyMode << std::endl;
std::cout << "Transmission power: " << m_txp << " dBm" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Data Rate: " << m_dataRate << std::endl;

}

void
RoutingExperiment::Run ()
{

if (m_totalTime == 0)
{

NS_FATAL_ERROR ("Total time cannot be 0");
}
if (m_nNodes == 0)
{

NS_FATAL_ERROR ("Nodes cannot be 0");
}

DataRateHelper::SetDataRate(m_dataRate);

PrintDetails();

//Set Non-unicastMode rate to unicast mode
Config::SetDefault ("ns3::WifiRemoteStationManager::NonUnicastMode", StringValue (m_phyMode));

NodeContainer adhocNodes;
adhocNodes.Create (2 * m_nNodes);

WifiHelper wifi;
wifi.SetStandard (WIFI_PHY_STANDARD_80211b);

YansWifiPhyHelper wifiPhy = YansWifiPhyHelper::Default ();
YansWifiChannelHelper wifiChannel;
wifiChannel.SetPropagationDelay ("ns3::ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel");
wifiChannel.AddPropagationLoss ("ns3::FriisPropagationLossModel"/*,

"Frequency", DoubleValue (30000000)*/);
wifiPhy.SetChannel (wifiChannel.Create ());

// Add a non-QoS upper mac, and disable rate control
NqosWifiMacHelper wifiMac = NqosWifiMacHelper::Default ();
wifi.SetRemoteStationManager ("ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager",

"DataMode", StringValue (m_phyMode),
"ControlMode", StringValue (m_phyMode));

wifiPhy.Set ("TxPowerStart",DoubleValue (m_txp));
wifiPhy.Set ("TxPowerEnd", DoubleValue (m_txp));

wifiMac.SetType ("ns3::AdhocWifiMac");

NetDeviceContainer adhocDevices = wifi.Install (wifiPhy, wifiMac, adhocNodes);

SetupMobility(adhocNodes);
InstallRoutingProtocol(adhocNodes);

// Setup IP addresses
Ipv4AddressHelper addressAdhoc;
addressAdhoc.SetBase ("10.1.1.0", "255.255.255.0");
Ipv4InterfaceContainer adhocInterfaces;
adhocInterfaces = addressAdhoc.Assign (adhocDevices);

OnOffHelper onoff ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory", Address ());
onoff.SetAttribute ("OnTime", StringValue ("ns3::ConstantRandomVariable[Constant=1.0]"));
onoff.SetAttribute ("OffTime", StringValue ("ns3::ConstantRandomVariable[Constant=0.0]"));

SetupPacketModel(onoff, adhocNodes, adhocInterfaces);

Simulator::Stop (Seconds (m_totalTime));

Simulator::Run ();
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uint64_t totalPacketsSent = onoff.GetTotalPacketsSent(adhocNodes);

PrintDetails();
std::cout << "Packet delivery ratio 1 with " << m_totalPacketsReceived << " packets received and " <<

↪→ totalPacketsSent << " packets sent: " << (float)m_totalPacketsReceived/totalPacketsSent << std::endl;

Simulator::Destroy ();
}

A.2.7 scratch/mytest_main.cc

#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include "ns3/core-module.h"
#include "ns3/network-module.h"
#include "ns3/internet-module.h"
#include "ns3/mobility-module.h"
#include "ns3/netanim-module.h"
#include "ns3/wifi-module.h"
#include "ns3/aodv-module.h"
#include "ns3/olsr-module.h"
#include "ns3/dsdv-module.h"
#include "ns3/dsr-module.h"
#include "ns3/applications-module.h"
#include "ns3/point-to-point-helper.h"
#include "ns3/flow-monitor.h"
#include "ns3/flow-monitor-helper.h"
#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"

using namespace ns3;
using namespace dsr;

NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("manet-routing-compare");

struct NodeData
{

uint32_t seq;
Ptr<Socket> socket;
uint32_t recSeqNum[18];

};

class RoutingExperiment
{
public:

RoutingExperiment ();
void Run ();

void CommandSetup (int argc, char **argv);

private:
Ptr<Socket> SetupPacketReceive (Ipv4Address addr, Ptr<Node> node);
void PrintRoutingTable(const std::string& name, const Ipv4RoutingHelper& helper);
void ReceivePacket (Ptr<Socket> socket);
void CollectMetrics(uint32_t appLayerPacketSize, uint64_t& offeredLoad);
void CollectMetricsDsr(uint32_t appLayerPacketSize, uint64_t& offeredLoad, uint64_t& ipLayerExtraBandwidth);
void InstallOnOff(int srcIndex, int dstIndex, DataRate rate, int packetSize, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var, const

↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, OnOffHelper& onoff);
void PrintDetails();

void InstallRoutingProtocol(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes);
void SetupMobility(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes);
void SetupPacketModel(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer&

↪→ adhocInterfaces, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var);
void DistributeTopology(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer&

↪→ adhocInterfaces, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var);
void SendTopologyPackets(uint32_t source);

NodeData m_nodeData[18];
std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t> m_sentTopologyPacketsSize; // size -> count

uint32_t m_port;
uint32_t m_totalPacketsReceived;

uint32_t m_nNodes;
uint32_t m_nProducers;
uint32_t m_nInterpreters;
uint32_t m_nConsumers;
std::string m_protocolName;
uint32_t m_protocol;
std::string m_outputName;
double m_totalTime;
double m_txp;
int m_packetSize;
double m_rectDim;
double m_nodeSpeed;
double m_rateScale;
std::string m_phyMode;
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int64_t m_streamIndex;
int m_dataRate;

bool m_distributeTopology;
};

RoutingExperiment::RoutingExperiment ()
: m_port (9),
m_totalPacketsReceived (0),
m_nNodes(0),
m_nProducers(0),
m_nInterpreters(0),
m_nConsumers(0),
m_protocolName("protocol"),
m_protocol (1), // OLSR
m_outputName("mytest"),
m_totalTime(0),
m_txp(43),
m_packetSize(16),
m_rectDim(70000.0),
m_nodeSpeed(10),
m_rateScale(1.0),
m_phyMode("DsssRate2_4kbps"),
m_streamIndex(0),
m_dataRate(2400),
m_distributeTopology(false)

{
}

void
RoutingExperiment::CommandSetup (int argc, char **argv)
{

CommandLine cmd;
cmd.AddValue ("protocol", "1=OLSR;2=AODV;3=DSDV;4=DSR", m_protocol);
cmd.AddValue ("nodes", "Number of nodes", m_nNodes);
cmd.AddValue ("stream-index", "Stream index", m_streamIndex);
cmd.AddValue ("txp", "Transmission power", m_txp);
cmd.AddValue ("total-time", "Total time", m_totalTime);
cmd.AddValue ("rate-scale", "Rate scale", m_rateScale);
cmd.AddValue ("data-rate", "Data rate", m_dataRate);

cmd.AddValue ("distribute-topology", "Distribute Topology", m_distributeTopology);

cmd.AddValue ("olsr-hello-interval", "ns3::olsr::RoutingProtocol::HelloInterval");
cmd.AddValue ("olsr-tc-interval", "ns3::olsr::RoutingProtocol::TcInterval");
cmd.AddValue ("olsr-willingness", "ns3::olsr::RoutingProtocol::Willingness");

cmd.AddValue ("aodv-hello-interval", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::HelloInterval");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-rreq-retries", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::RreqRetries");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-rreq-rate-limit", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::RreqRateLimit");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-rerr-rate-limit", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::RerrRateLimit");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-node-traversal-time", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::NodeTraversalTime");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-next-hop-wait", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::NextHopWait");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-active-route-timeout", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::ActiveRouteTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-my-route-timeout", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::MyRouteTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-black-list-timeout", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::BlackListTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-delete-period", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::DeletePeriod");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-net-diameter", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::NetDiameter");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-net-traversal-time", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::NetTraversalTime");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-path-discovery-time", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::PathDiscoveryTime");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-max-queue-len", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::MaxQueueLen");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-max-queue-time", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::MaxQueueTime");
cmd.AddValue ("aodv-allowed-hello-loss", "ns3::aodv::RoutingProtocol::AllowedHelloLoss");

cmd.AddValue("dsdv-periodic-update-interval", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::PeriodicUpdateInterval");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-settling-time", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::SettlingTime");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-max-queue-len", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::MaxQueueLen");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-max-queued-packets-per-dst", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::MaxQueuedPacketsPerDst");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-max-queue-time", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::MaxQueueTime");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-enable-buffering", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::EnableBuffering");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-enable-wst", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::EnableWST");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-holdtimes", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::Holdtimes");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-weighted-factor", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::WeightedFactor");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-enable-route-aggregation", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::EnableRouteAggregation");
cmd.AddValue("dsdv-route-aggregation-time", "ns3::dsdv::RoutingProtocol::RouteAggregationTime");

cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-send-buff-len", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxSendBuffLen");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-send-buff-time", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxSendBuffTime");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-maint-len", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxMaintLen");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-maint-time", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxMaintTime");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-cache-len", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxCacheLen");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-route-cache-timeout", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::RouteCacheTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-entries-each-dst", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxEntriesEachDst");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-send-buff-interval", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::SendBuffInterval");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-node-traversal-time", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::NodeTraversalTime");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-rreq-retries", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::RreqRetries");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-maintenance-retries", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaintenanceRetries");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-request-table-size", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::RequestTableSize");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-request-id-size", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::RequestIdSize");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-unique-request-id-size", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::UniqueRequestIdSize");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-non-prop-request-timeout", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::NonPropRequestTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-discovery-hop-limit", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::DiscoveryHopLimit");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-salvage-count", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxSalvageCount");
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cmd.AddValue ("dsr-blacklist-timeout", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::BlacklistTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-grat-reply-holdoff", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::GratReplyHoldoff");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-broadcast-jitter", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::BroadcastJitter");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-link-ack-timeout", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::LinkAckTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-try-link-acks", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::TryLinkAcks");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-passive-ack-timeout", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::PassiveAckTimeout");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-try-passive-acks", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::TryPassiveAcks");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-request-period", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::RequestPeriod");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-request-period", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxRequestPeriod");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-gra-reply-table-size", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::GraReplyTableSize");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-cache-type", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::CacheType");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-stability-decr-factor", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::StabilityDecrFactor");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-stability-incr-factor", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::StabilityIncrFactor");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-init-stability", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::InitStability");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-min-life-time", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MinLifeTime");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-use-extends", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::UseExtends");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-retrans-incr", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::RetransIncr");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-network-queue-size", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxNetworkQueueSize");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-max-network-queue-delay", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::MaxNetworkQueueDelay");
cmd.AddValue ("dsr-num-priority-queues", "ns3::dsr::DsrRouting::NumPriorityQueues");

cmd.Parse (argc, argv);
}

static inline std::string
PrintReceivedPacket (Ptr<Socket> socket, Ptr<Packet> packet)
{

SocketAddressTag tag;
bool found;
found = packet->PeekPacketTag (tag);
std::ostringstream oss;

if (found)
{

InetSocketAddress addr = InetSocketAddress::ConvertFrom (tag.GetAddress ());
oss << "mytest received: " << Simulator::Now ().GetSeconds () << " " << packet->GetSize () << " " << addr.

↪→ GetIpv4 () << " " << socket->GetNode ()->GetId ();
}
else
{

oss << " received one packet!";
}
return oss.str ();

}

void
RoutingExperiment::ReceivePacket (Ptr<Socket> socket)
{

Ptr<Packet> packet;
while ((packet = socket->Recv ()))
{

std::cout << PrintReceivedPacket (socket, packet) << std::endl;
uint8_t* buf = (uint8_t*) malloc(packet->GetSize());
packet->CopyData(buf, packet->GetSize());
uint8_t src = buf[0];
uint8_t seq = buf[1];
if (seq > 0) // Topology packet
{

uint32_t dst = socket->GetNode ()->GetId();
if (src != dst && seq > m_nodeData[dst].recSeqNum[src])
{

m_nodeData[dst].recSeqNum[src] = seq;
m_nodeData[dst].socket->Send(packet);
m_sentTopologyPacketsSize[packet->GetSize()]++;

}
}
else
{

m_totalPacketsReceived++;
}
free(buf);

}
}

void
RoutingExperiment::DistributeTopology(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const

↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var)
{

if (m_distributeTopology && m_protocol != 1)
{

for (uint32_t src = 0; src < m_nNodes; src++)
{

TypeId tid = TypeId::LookupByName ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory");
Ptr<Socket> socket = Socket::CreateSocket (adhocNodes.Get(src), tid);
socket->Bind ();
Address remoteAddress (InetSocketAddress (Ipv4Address ("255.255.255.255"), m_port));
socket->Connect (remoteAddress);
socket->SetAllowBroadcast (true);
socket->ShutdownRecv ();

SetupPacketReceive (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (src), adhocNodes.Get (src));
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m_nodeData[src].seq = 0;
m_nodeData[src].socket = socket;
for (uint32_t i = 0; i < m_nNodes; i++)
{

m_nodeData[src].recSeqNum[i] = 0;
}

}
Simulator::ScheduleNow(&RoutingExperiment::SendTopologyPackets, this, 0);

}
}

void
RoutingExperiment::SendTopologyPackets(uint32_t source)
{

int neighbors = 0;
for (uint32_t i = 0; i < m_nNodes; i++)
{

if (source != i && YansWifiPhy::IsConnected(source, i))
{

neighbors++;
}

}
if (neighbors > 0)
{

uint8_t* buf = (uint8_t*) malloc(2 + neighbors);
m_nodeData[source].seq++;
buf[0] = source;
buf[1] = m_nodeData[source].seq;
Ptr<Packet> packet = Create<Packet> (buf, 2 + neighbors);
free(buf);
m_nodeData[source].socket->Send(packet);
m_sentTopologyPacketsSize[packet->GetSize()]++;

}

if (source >= m_nNodes - 1)
{

Simulator::Schedule(Seconds(50 - 2 * (m_nNodes - 1)), &RoutingExperiment::SendTopologyPackets, this,
↪→ 0);

}
else
{

Simulator::Schedule(Seconds(2), &RoutingExperiment::SendTopologyPackets, this, source + 1);
}

}

Ptr<Socket>
RoutingExperiment::SetupPacketReceive (Ipv4Address addr, Ptr<Node> node)
{

TypeId tid = TypeId::LookupByName ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory");
Ptr<Socket> sink = Socket::CreateSocket (node, tid);
InetSocketAddress local = InetSocketAddress (addr, m_port);
sink->Bind (local);
sink->SetRecvCallback (MakeCallback (&RoutingExperiment::ReceivePacket, this));

return sink;
}

void RoutingExperiment::SetupMobility(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes)
{

ObjectFactory pos;
pos.SetTypeId ("ns3::RandomRectanglePositionAllocator");
std::stringstream rectXY;
rectXY << "ns3::UniformRandomVariable[Min=0.0|Max=" << m_rectDim << "]";
pos.Set ("X", StringValue (rectXY.str()));
pos.Set ("Y", StringValue (rectXY.str()));

Ptr<PositionAllocator> taPositionAlloc = pos.Create ()->GetObject<PositionAllocator> ();
m_streamIndex += taPositionAlloc->AssignStreams (m_streamIndex);

MobilityHelper mobilityAdhoc;

std::stringstream ssSpeed;
ssSpeed << "ns3::UniformRandomVariable[Min=0.0|Max=" << m_nodeSpeed << "]";

std::stringstream rect;
rect << "0|" << m_rectDim << "|0|" << m_rectDim;

mobilityAdhoc.SetMobilityModel ("ns3::FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel",
"Speed", StringValue (ssSpeed.str ()),
"Bounds", StringValue (rect.str()));

mobilityAdhoc.SetPositionAllocator (taPositionAlloc);
mobilityAdhoc.Install (adhocNodes);

m_streamIndex += mobilityAdhoc.AssignStreams (adhocNodes, m_streamIndex);
}

void RoutingExperiment::SetupPacketModel(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const
↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var)

{
int producerStartIndex = 0;
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int producerEndIndex = producerStartIndex + m_nProducers;
int interpreterStartIndex = producerEndIndex;
int interpreterEndIndex = interpreterStartIndex + m_nInterpreters;
int consumerStartIndex = interpreterEndIndex;
for (int i = producerStartIndex; i < producerEndIndex; i++)
{

InstallOnOff(i, (i + 1) % producerEndIndex, DataRate(10 * 8 *
↪→ m_packetSize * m_rateScale), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);

InstallOnOff(i, (i - producerStartIndex) % m_nInterpreters + interpreterStartIndex, DataRate(8 * m_packetSize
↪→ * m_rateScale), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);

}
for (int i = interpreterStartIndex; i < interpreterEndIndex; i++)
{

InstallOnOff(i, (i - interpreterStartIndex) * 3 + consumerStartIndex, DataRate(8 * m_packetSize
↪→ * m_rateScale), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);

InstallOnOff(i, (i - interpreterStartIndex) * 3 + consumerStartIndex + 1, DataRate(8 * m_packetSize
↪→ * m_rateScale), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);

InstallOnOff(i, (i - interpreterStartIndex) * 3 + consumerStartIndex + 2, DataRate(8 * m_packetSize
↪→ * m_rateScale), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);

}
}

void RoutingExperiment::InstallRoutingProtocol(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes)
{

AodvHelper aodv;
OlsrHelper olsr;
DsdvHelper dsdv;
DsrHelper dsr;
DsrMainHelper dsrMain;
Ipv4ListRoutingHelper list;
InternetStackHelper internet;

switch (m_protocol)
{
case 0:

break;
case 1:

list.Add (olsr, 100);
m_protocolName = "OLSR";
break;

case 2:
list.Add (aodv, 100);
m_protocolName = "AODV";
break;

case 3:
{

list.Add (dsdv, 100);
m_protocolName = "DSDV";
break;

}
case 4:

m_protocolName = "DSR";
break;

default:
NS_FATAL_ERROR ("No such protocol:" << m_protocol);

}

if (m_protocol > 0 && m_protocol < 4)
{

internet.SetRoutingHelper (list);
}
internet.Install (adhocNodes);
if (m_protocol == 4)
{

dsrMain.Install (dsr, adhocNodes);
}

}

int
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{

RoutingExperiment experiment;
experiment.CommandSetup (argc,argv);

experiment.Run ();
}

void RoutingExperiment::PrintRoutingTable(const std::string& name, const Ipv4RoutingHelper& helper)
{

int dumpRate = 10;
Ptr<OutputStreamWrapper> routingStream = Create<OutputStreamWrapper> (name, std::ios::out);
for (int i = dumpRate; i <= m_totalTime; i+= dumpRate)
{

helper.PrintRoutingTableAllAt(Seconds(i), routingStream);
}

}

void
RoutingExperiment::CollectMetrics(uint32_t appLayerPacketSize, uint64_t& offeredLoad)
{

offeredLoad = 0;
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std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>& polsm = Ipv4L3Protocol::GetProtocolOfferedLoadSentMap();
for (std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>::iterator itr = polsm.begin(); itr != polsm.end(); ++itr)
{

uint32_t packetSize = itr->first;
uint32_t cnt = itr->second;
if (packetSize != appLayerPacketSize)
{

cnt -= m_sentTopologyPacketsSize[packetSize - 8]; // Remove all sent topology packets from
↪→ count

offeredLoad += packetSize * cnt;
}

}
}

void
RoutingExperiment::CollectMetricsDsr(uint32_t appLayerPacketSize, uint64_t& offeredLoad, uint64_t&

↪→ ipLayerExtraBandwidth)
{

offeredLoad = 0;
ipLayerExtraBandwidth = 0;
std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>& polsm1 = DsrRouting::GetSentPackets();
for (std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>::iterator itr = polsm1.begin(); itr != polsm1.end(); ++itr)
{

uint32_t packetSize = itr->first;
uint32_t cnt = itr->second;
ipLayerExtraBandwidth += (packetSize - appLayerPacketSize) * cnt;

}
std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>& polsm2 = Ipv4L3Protocol::GetProtocolOfferedLoadSentMap();
for (std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>::iterator itr = polsm2.begin(); itr != polsm2.end(); ++itr)
{

uint32_t packetSize = itr->first;
uint32_t cnt = itr->second;
std::map<uint32_t, uint32_t>::iterator itr2 = polsm1.find(packetSize);
if (itr2 != polsm1.end())
{

cnt -= itr2->second;
}
offeredLoad += packetSize * cnt;

}
}

void
RoutingExperiment::InstallOnOff(int srcIndex, int dstIndex, DataRate rate, int packetSize, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable>

↪→ var, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, OnOffHelper& onoff)
{

AddressValue remoteAddress (InetSocketAddress (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (dstIndex), m_port));
onoff.SetAttribute ("Remote", remoteAddress);
onoff.SetConstantRate(rate, packetSize);

ApplicationContainer temp = onoff.Install (adhocNodes.Get (srcIndex));
temp.Start (Seconds (var->GetValue (20.0, 21.0)));
temp.Stop (Seconds (m_totalTime));

SetupPacketReceive (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (dstIndex), adhocNodes.Get (dstIndex));
}

void
RoutingExperiment::PrintDetails()
{

std::cout << "Protocol: " << m_protocolName << std::endl;
std::cout << "Nodes: " << m_nNodes << std::endl;
std::cout << "Producers: " << m_nProducers << std::endl;
std::cout << "Interpreters: " << m_nInterpreters << std::endl;
std::cout << "Consumers: " << m_nConsumers << std::endl;
std::cout << "Total time: " << m_totalTime << " s with 20 s upstart time" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Packet size: " << m_packetSize << " B (" << m_packetSize * 8 << " b)" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Rectangle dimensions: " << m_rectDim << " x " << m_rectDim << " m^2" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Physical WiFi mode: " << m_phyMode << std::endl;
std::cout << "Node speed: " << m_nodeSpeed << " m/s" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Transmission power: " << m_txp << " dBm" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Stream index: " << m_streamIndex << std::endl;
std::cout << "Rate Scale: " << m_rateScale << std::endl;
std::cout << "Data Rate: " << m_dataRate << std::endl;

std::cout << "Distribute Topology: " << m_distributeTopology << std::endl;
}

void
RoutingExperiment::Run ()
{

if (m_totalTime == 0)
{

NS_FATAL_ERROR ("Total time cannot be 0");
}
if (m_nNodes != 6 && m_nNodes != 12 && m_nNodes != 18)
{

NS_FATAL_ERROR ("Wrong number of nodes:" << m_nNodes);
}

m_nProducers = m_nNodes / 3;
m_nInterpreters = m_nNodes / 6;
m_nConsumers = m_nNodes / 2;
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DataRateHelper::SetDataRate(m_dataRate);

PrintDetails();

//Set Non-unicastMode rate to unicast mode
Config::SetDefault ("ns3::WifiRemoteStationManager::NonUnicastMode", StringValue (m_phyMode));

NodeContainer adhocNodes;
adhocNodes.Create (m_nNodes);

WifiHelper wifi;
wifi.SetStandard (WIFI_PHY_STANDARD_80211b);

YansWifiPhyHelper wifiPhy = YansWifiPhyHelper::Default ();
YansWifiChannelHelper wifiChannel;
wifiChannel.SetPropagationDelay ("ns3::ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel");
wifiChannel.AddPropagationLoss ("ns3::FriisPropagationLossModel");
wifiPhy.SetChannel (wifiChannel.Create ());

// Add a non-QoS upper mac, and disable rate control
NqosWifiMacHelper wifiMac = NqosWifiMacHelper::Default ();
wifi.SetRemoteStationManager ("ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager",

"DataMode", StringValue (m_phyMode),
"ControlMode", StringValue (m_phyMode));

wifiPhy.Set ("TxPowerStart",DoubleValue (m_txp));
wifiPhy.Set ("TxPowerEnd", DoubleValue (m_txp));

wifiMac.SetType ("ns3::AdhocWifiMac");

NetDeviceContainer adhocDevices = wifi.Install (wifiPhy, wifiMac, adhocNodes);

SetupMobility(adhocNodes);
InstallRoutingProtocol(adhocNodes);

// Setup IP addresses
Ipv4AddressHelper addressAdhoc;
addressAdhoc.SetBase ("10.1.1.0", "255.255.255.0");
Ipv4InterfaceContainer adhocInterfaces;
adhocInterfaces = addressAdhoc.Assign (adhocDevices);

OnOffHelper onoff ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory", Address ());
onoff.SetAttribute ("OnTime", StringValue ("ns3::ConstantRandomVariable[Constant=1.0]"));
onoff.SetAttribute ("OffTime", StringValue ("ns3::ConstantRandomVariable[Constant=0.0]"));

Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var = CreateObject<UniformRandomVariable> ();
SetupPacketModel(onoff, adhocNodes, adhocInterfaces, var);

Simulator::Schedule(Seconds(25), &RoutingExperiment::DistributeTopology, this, onoff, adhocNodes,
↪→ adhocInterfaces, var);

Simulator::Stop (Seconds (m_totalTime));

Simulator::Run ();

uint64_t routingOverhead = 0;
uint64_t ipLayerExtraBandwidth = 0;
uint64_t totalPacketsSent = onoff.GetTotalPacketsSent(adhocNodes);

switch (m_protocol)
{
case 0:
{

break;
}
case 1:
{

CollectMetrics(m_packetSize + 8, routingOverhead);
break;

}
case 2:
{

CollectMetrics(m_packetSize + 8, routingOverhead);
break;

}
case 3:
{

CollectMetrics(m_packetSize + 8, routingOverhead);
break;

}
case 4:
{

CollectMetricsDsr(m_packetSize + 8, routingOverhead, ipLayerExtraBandwidth);
break;

}
default:

NS_FATAL_ERROR ("No such protocol:" << m_protocol);
}
PrintDetails();
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std::cout << "Routing overhead: " << (float) 8 * routingOverhead / m_totalTime << " with " << (float) 8 *
↪→ ipLayerExtraBandwidth / m_totalTime << " B extra IP layer bandwidth used. Total: " << (float) 8 * (
↪→ ipLayerExtraBandwidth + routingOverhead) / m_totalTime << " b" << std::endl;

std::cout << "Mean delay: - us" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Packet delivery ratio 1 with " << m_totalPacketsReceived << " packets received and " <<

↪→ totalPacketsSent << " packets sent: " << (float)m_totalPacketsReceived/totalPacketsSent << std::endl;
std::cout << "Packet delivery ratio 2 with - packets received and - packets sent: -" << std::endl;

Simulator::Destroy ();
}

A.2.8 scratch/mytest_timeout_validation.cc

#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include "ns3/core-module.h"
#include "ns3/network-module.h"
#include "ns3/internet-module.h"
#include "ns3/mobility-module.h"
#include "ns3/netanim-module.h"
#include "ns3/wifi-module.h"
#include "ns3/aodv-module.h"
#include "ns3/olsr-module.h"
#include "ns3/dsdv-module.h"
#include "ns3/dsr-module.h"
#include "ns3/applications-module.h"
#include "ns3/point-to-point-helper.h"
#include "ns3/flow-monitor.h"
#include "ns3/flow-monitor-helper.h"
#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"

using namespace ns3;
using namespace dsr;

NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("manet-routing-compare");

class RoutingExperiment
{
public:

RoutingExperiment ();
void Run ();

void CommandSetup (int argc, char **argv);

private:
Ptr<Socket> SetupPacketReceive (Ipv4Address addr, Ptr<Node> node);
void ReceivePacket (Ptr<Socket> socket);
void InstallOnOff(int srcIndex, int dstIndex, DataRate rate, int packetSize, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var, const

↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, OnOffHelper& onoff);
void PrintDetails();

void InstallRoutingProtocol(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes);
void SetupMobility(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes);
void SetupPacketModel(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer&

↪→ adhocInterfaces);

uint32_t m_port;
uint32_t m_totalPacketsReceived;

int m_nNodes;
double m_totalTime;
double m_txp;
int m_packetSize;
std::string m_phyMode;
int m_dataRate;

};

RoutingExperiment::RoutingExperiment ()
: m_port (9),
m_totalPacketsReceived (0),
m_nNodes(2),
m_totalTime(900),
m_txp(43),
m_packetSize(128),
m_phyMode("DsssRate2_4kbps"),
m_dataRate(10000)

{
}

void
RoutingExperiment::CommandSetup (int argc, char **argv)
{

CommandLine cmd;
cmd.AddValue ("txp", "Transmission power", m_txp);
cmd.AddValue ("total-time", "Total time", m_totalTime);

cmd.AddValue ("phy-mode", "Physical mode", m_phyMode);
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cmd.AddValue ("data-rate", "Data rate", m_dataRate);

cmd.Parse (argc, argv);
}

static inline std::string
PrintReceivedPacket (Ptr<Socket> socket, Ptr<Packet> packet)
{

SocketAddressTag tag;
bool found;
found = packet->PeekPacketTag (tag);
std::ostringstream oss;

if (found)
{

InetSocketAddress addr = InetSocketAddress::ConvertFrom (tag.GetAddress ());
oss << "mytest received: " << Simulator::Now ().GetSeconds () << " " << packet->GetSize () << " " << addr.

↪→ GetIpv4 () << " " << socket->GetNode ()->GetId ();
}
else
{

oss << " received one packet!";
}
return oss.str ();

}

void
RoutingExperiment::ReceivePacket (Ptr<Socket> socket)
{

Ptr<Packet> packet;
while ((packet = socket->Recv ()))
{

m_totalPacketsReceived += 1;
}

}

Ptr<Socket>
RoutingExperiment::SetupPacketReceive (Ipv4Address addr, Ptr<Node> node)
{

TypeId tid = TypeId::LookupByName ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory");
Ptr<Socket> sink = Socket::CreateSocket (node, tid);
InetSocketAddress local = InetSocketAddress (addr, m_port);
sink->Bind (local);
sink->SetRecvCallback (MakeCallback (&RoutingExperiment::ReceivePacket, this));

return sink;
}

void RoutingExperiment::SetupMobility(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes)
{

MobilityHelper mobility;
Ptr<ListPositionAllocator> positionAlloc = CreateObject<ListPositionAllocator> ();
positionAlloc->Add (Vector (0.0, 0.0, 0.0));
positionAlloc->Add (Vector (5.0, 0.0, 0.0));
mobility.SetPositionAllocator (positionAlloc);
mobility.SetMobilityModel ("ns3::ConstantPositionMobilityModel");

mobility.Install (adhocNodes);
}

void RoutingExperiment::SetupPacketModel(OnOffHelper& onoff, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, const
↪→ Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces)

{
Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> var = CreateObject<UniformRandomVariable> ();

InstallOnOff(0, 1, DataRate(m_dataRate), m_packetSize, var, adhocInterfaces, adhocNodes, onoff);
}

void RoutingExperiment::InstallRoutingProtocol(const NodeContainer& adhocNodes)
{

InternetStackHelper internet;

internet.Install (adhocNodes);
}

int
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{

RoutingExperiment experiment;
experiment.CommandSetup (argc,argv);

experiment.Run ();
}

void
RoutingExperiment::InstallOnOff(int srcIndex, int dstIndex, DataRate rate, int packetSize, Ptr<UniformRandomVariable>

↪→ var, const Ipv4InterfaceContainer& adhocInterfaces, const NodeContainer& adhocNodes, OnOffHelper& onoff)
{

std::cout << "InstallOnOff from " << srcIndex << " to " << dstIndex << std::endl;
AddressValue remoteAddress (InetSocketAddress (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (dstIndex), m_port));
onoff.SetAttribute ("Remote", remoteAddress);
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onoff.SetConstantRate(rate, packetSize);

ApplicationContainer temp = onoff.Install (adhocNodes.Get (srcIndex));
temp.Start (Seconds (var->GetValue (20.0, 21.0)));
temp.Stop (Seconds (m_totalTime));

SetupPacketReceive (adhocInterfaces.GetAddress (dstIndex), adhocNodes.Get (dstIndex));
}

void
RoutingExperiment::PrintDetails()
{

std::cout << "Nodes: " << m_nNodes << std::endl;
std::cout << "Total time: " << m_totalTime << " s with 20 s upstart time" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Packet size: " << m_packetSize << " B (" << m_packetSize * 8 << " b)" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Physical WiFi mode: " << m_phyMode << std::endl;
std::cout << "Transmission power: " << m_txp << " dBm" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Data Rate: " << m_dataRate << std::endl;

}

void
RoutingExperiment::Run ()
{

if (m_totalTime == 0)
{

NS_FATAL_ERROR ("Total time cannot be 0");
}

DataRateHelper::SetDataRate(m_dataRate);

PrintDetails();

//Set Non-unicastMode rate to unicast mode
Config::SetDefault ("ns3::WifiRemoteStationManager::NonUnicastMode", StringValue (m_phyMode));

NodeContainer adhocNodes;
adhocNodes.Create (m_nNodes);

WifiHelper wifi;
wifi.SetStandard (WIFI_PHY_STANDARD_80211b);

YansWifiPhyHelper wifiPhy = YansWifiPhyHelper::Default ();
YansWifiChannelHelper wifiChannel;
wifiChannel.SetPropagationDelay ("ns3::ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel");
wifiChannel.AddPropagationLoss ("ns3::FriisPropagationLossModel"/*,

"Frequency", DoubleValue (30000000)*/);
wifiPhy.SetChannel (wifiChannel.Create ());

// Add a non-QoS upper mac, and disable rate control
NqosWifiMacHelper wifiMac = NqosWifiMacHelper::Default ();
wifi.SetRemoteStationManager ("ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager",

"DataMode", StringValue (m_phyMode),
"ControlMode", StringValue (m_phyMode));

wifiPhy.Set ("TxPowerStart",DoubleValue (m_txp));
wifiPhy.Set ("TxPowerEnd", DoubleValue (m_txp));

wifiMac.SetType ("ns3::AdhocWifiMac");

NetDeviceContainer adhocDevices = wifi.Install (wifiPhy, wifiMac, adhocNodes);

SetupMobility(adhocNodes);
InstallRoutingProtocol(adhocNodes);

// Setup IP addresses
Ipv4AddressHelper addressAdhoc;
addressAdhoc.SetBase ("10.1.1.0", "255.255.255.0");
Ipv4InterfaceContainer adhocInterfaces;
adhocInterfaces = addressAdhoc.Assign (adhocDevices);

OnOffHelper onoff ("ns3::UdpSocketFactory", Address ());
onoff.SetAttribute ("OnTime", StringValue ("ns3::ConstantRandomVariable[Constant=1.0]"));
onoff.SetAttribute ("OffTime", StringValue ("ns3::ConstantRandomVariable[Constant=0.0]"));

SetupPacketModel(onoff, adhocNodes, adhocInterfaces);

Simulator::Stop (Seconds (m_totalTime));

Simulator::Run ();

uint64_t totalPacketsSent = onoff.GetTotalPacketsSent(adhocNodes);

PrintDetails();
std::cout << "Packet delivery ratio 1 with " << m_totalPacketsReceived << " packets received and " <<

↪→ totalPacketsSent << " packets sent: " << (float)m_totalPacketsReceived/totalPacketsSent << std::endl;

Simulator::Destroy ();
}
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A.2.9 src/mobility/model/foi-random-walk-mobility-model.h

#ifndef FOI_RANDOM_WALK_MOBILITY_MODEL_H
#define FOI_RANDOM_WALK_MOBILITY_MODEL_H

#include "ns3/object.h"
#include "ns3/nstime.h"
#include "ns3/event-id.h"
#include "ns3/rectangle.h"
#include "ns3/random-variable-stream.h"
#include "mobility-model.h"
#include "constant-velocity-helper.h"
#include "ns3/gnuplot.h"

namespace ns3 {

class FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel : public MobilityModel
{
public:

/**
* Register this type with the TypeId system.

* \return the object TypeId

*/
static TypeId GetTypeId (void);

private:
/**
* \brief Performs the rebound of the node if it reaches a boundary

* \param timeLeft The remaining time of the walk

*/
void Rebound ();
/**
* Walk according to position and velocity, until distance is reached,

* time is reached, or intersection with the bounding box

*/
void DoWalk ();
/**
* Perform initialization of the object before MobilityModel::DoInitialize ()

*/
void DoInitializePrivate (void);
virtual void DoDispose (void);
virtual void DoInitialize (void);
virtual Vector DoGetPosition (void) const;
virtual void DoSetPosition (const Vector &position);
virtual Vector DoGetVelocity (void) const;
virtual int64_t DoAssignStreams (int64_t);

ConstantVelocityHelper m_helper; //!< helper for this object
EventId m_event; //!< stored event ID
Ptr<RandomVariableStream> m_speed; //!< rv for picking speed
Ptr<RandomVariableStream> m_direction; //!< rv for picking direction
Rectangle m_bounds; //!< Bounds of the area to cruise
double m_alfa;
double m_theta;
Ptr<UniformRandomVariable> m_uniform;
Ptr<NormalRandomVariable> m_normal;
Gnuplot2dDataset m_dataset;

};

} // namespace ns3

#endif /* FOI_RANDOM_WALK_MOBILITY_MODEL_H */

A.2.10 src/mobility/model/foi-random-walk-mobility-model.cc

#include "foi-random-walk-mobility-model.h"
#include "ns3/enum.h"
#include "ns3/double.h"
#include "ns3/string.h"
#include "ns3/pointer.h"
#include "ns3/simulator.h"
#include "ns3/log.h"
#include <cmath>
#include <fstream>

#define SIGMA (0.071)

namespace ns3 {

NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("FoiRandomWalk");

NS_OBJECT_ENSURE_REGISTERED (FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel);
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TypeId
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::GetTypeId (void)
{
static TypeId tid = TypeId ("ns3::FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel")
.SetParent<MobilityModel> ()
.SetGroupName ("Mobility")
.AddConstructor<FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel> ()
.AddAttribute ("Bounds",

"Bounds of the area to cruise.",
RectangleValue (Rectangle (0.0, 100.0, 0.0, 100.0)),
MakeRectangleAccessor (&FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::m_bounds),
MakeRectangleChecker ())

.AddAttribute ("Direction",
"A random variable used to pick the direction (radians).",
StringValue ("ns3::UniformRandomVariable[Min=0.0|Max=6.283184]"),
MakePointerAccessor (&FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::m_direction),
MakePointerChecker<RandomVariableStream> ())

.AddAttribute ("Speed",
"A random variable used to pick the speed (m/s).",
StringValue ("ns3::UniformRandomVariable[Min=2.0|Max=4.0]"),
MakePointerAccessor (&FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::m_speed),
MakePointerChecker<RandomVariableStream> ());

return tid;
}

void
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoInitialize (void)
{
DoInitializePrivate ();
MobilityModel::DoInitialize ();

}

void
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoInitializePrivate (void)
{
m_uniform = CreateObject<UniformRandomVariable> ();
m_normal = CreateObject<NormalRandomVariable> ();

m_helper.Update ();
double speed = m_speed->GetValue ();
double direction = m_direction->GetValue ();
Vector vector (std::cos (direction) * speed,

std::sin (direction) * speed,
0.0);

m_theta = m_uniform->GetValue(0, 2 * M_PI);
m_alfa = m_normal->GetValue(0, SIGMA);

m_helper.SetVelocity (vector);
m_helper.Unpause ();

DoWalk ();
}

void
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoWalk ()
{
Time dt = Time("1s");
double beta = m_normal->GetValue(0, SIGMA);
double rho = pow(M_E, -dt.GetSeconds ());
m_alfa = rho * m_alfa + (1 - rho) * beta;
m_theta = m_theta + m_alfa;
Vector position = m_helper.GetCurrentPosition ();
Vector speed = m_helper.GetVelocity ();
Vector nextPosition = position;
speed.x = m_speed->GetValue() * cos(m_theta);
speed.y = m_speed->GetValue() * sin(m_theta);
nextPosition.x += speed.x * dt.GetSeconds ();
nextPosition.y += speed.y * dt.GetSeconds ();
m_helper.SetVelocity (speed);

m_event.Cancel ();
if (m_bounds.IsInside (nextPosition))
{
m_event = Simulator::Schedule (Time("1s"), &FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoWalk, this);

}
else
{
nextPosition = m_bounds.CalculateIntersection (position, speed);
Time delay = Seconds ((nextPosition.x - position.x) / speed.x);
m_event = Simulator::Schedule (delay, &FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::Rebound, this);

}
NotifyCourseChange ();

}

void
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::Rebound ()
{
m_helper.UpdateWithBounds (m_bounds);
Vector position = m_helper.GetCurrentPosition ();
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Vector speed = m_helper.GetVelocity ();
switch (m_bounds.GetClosestSide (position))

{
case Rectangle::LEFT:
case Rectangle::RIGHT:
m_theta = M_PI - m_theta;
speed.x = -speed.x;
break;

case Rectangle::BOTTOM:
case Rectangle::TOP:
m_theta = -m_theta;
speed.y = -speed.y;
break;

}
m_helper.SetVelocity (speed);
m_helper.Unpause ();
DoWalk ();

}

void
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoDispose (void)
{

// chain up
MobilityModel::DoDispose ();

}
Vector
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoGetPosition (void) const
{

m_helper.UpdateWithBounds (m_bounds);
return m_helper.GetCurrentPosition ();

}
void
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoSetPosition (const Vector &position)
{

NS_ASSERT (m_bounds.IsInside (position));
m_helper.SetPosition (position);
Simulator::Remove (m_event);
m_event = Simulator::ScheduleNow (&FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoInitializePrivate, this);

}
Vector
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoGetVelocity (void) const
{

return m_helper.GetVelocity ();
}
int64_t
FoiRandomWalkMobilityModel::DoAssignStreams (int64_t stream)
{

m_speed->SetStream (stream);
m_direction->SetStream (stream + 1);
return 2;

}

} // namespace ns3

A.2.11 src/wifi/model/data-rate-helper.h

#ifndef DATA_RATE_HELPER_H
#define DATA_RATE_HELPER_H

namespace ns3 {

class DataRateHelper
{
public:

static void SetDataRate(int dataRate)
{

m_dataRate = dataRate;
}

static int GetDataRate()
{

return m_dataRate;
}

private:
static int m_dataRate;

};
}

#endif
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A.2.12 src/wifi/model/data-rate-helper.cc

#include "ns3/data-rate-helper.h"

namespace ns3 {
int DataRateHelper::m_dataRate = 0;

}
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